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BOLT FROM BLUE

Thai the success of the Foraker amendment to the statehood bill is
not assured, that the situation is still something of an unknown quantity,
and that only the vote on Friday will decide the hope of the territories,
Is shown in the following dispatches received by the Morning Journal last
night. One is from Santa Fe, Indicating that former Governor Otero, a bitter opponent of joint statehood, believes the Foraker amendment will not
carry. The other is from Hon. W. B. Childers of this city, one of the strongest advocates of joint statehood
in New Mexico, who fears that
the
Foraker amendment will pass.

,'HIMKRS FKARS THE

AMENDMENTS WILT, CARRY
When Hon. William B. Childers left
for Washington a few days sim e he
was asked by the Morning Journal to
MOd this newspaper by wire his estimate of the statehood situation in the
senate. Mr. Childers Is president of
the joint statehood league and one
of the most prominent advocates of
the Hamilton bill in the territories.
The following dispatch
came from
him to the Morning Journal:
"Washington, March 7. 1R0S.
'The Morning Journal,
"Albuquerque, N. M.:
"It looks as if the Foraker Amend
ments would carry by from three to
eight votes. The situation Is still uncertain, but that is the probable outcome when the vote Is taken. Senator Bpooner made a terrific ipeech
against the bill today.
"W. B. CHILDERS."
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ROBBERS LOCK HOUSE WOULD

manResigns at Once.

Like a Unit from :i
Rouvier ministry Was
defeated in the chamber oí deputies
tonight and Immediately resigned.
The cabinet crisis conns ;it a most
dramutic moment, when the Francn-Germncontest has reached u decisive stage, and may exert an Important adverse Influence on the Algeciras conference and on European afParis. Mnr.
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The defeat of the government came
tin a comparatively minor debate over
church disorders. The government NOGAL POSTMASTER DOESN'T
In holding only 234 votes,
mu
iii
while the various elements in oppositions-KNOW HOW MUCH
IS GONE
clericals,
socialists and nationalists united mid polled 267 votes,
thuR placing (he ministry In a minor-I- t
of 38.
Sheriff of Lincoln County Notified of
OÍ"
LETTER
resignation is
Bold Deed at Lonely Spot
ACCEPTED WITHOUT DELAY
Paris. Mar. 7. After an exciting
Near Capitán Line.
debate In the Chamber relative to
church Inventories, which lasted until
late In the evening, the Rouvier ministry was defeated by u vote of Jli7 Special to the Morning Journal,
Strain's! 'i. The ministry assembled
Aiainogordo. . M., Mar, 7. The
at the foreign office ami decided to Qostmaeter here was advised today by
offer Its resignation to President Fal- the postmaster si Nogal,
M., that
.
lieres.
Premier Rouvier. with all of his the Boatofflee at the latter place bacolleagues. Immediately proceeded to been robbed lasi night. The sale unthe foreign office, where a joint letter opened by the burglars, who robbed it.
of resignation was prepared.
Later and lien wrecked the lock in an atM. Rouvier presented this
letter to tempt to
the sure. It is therePresident
Fallieres, who accepted
them. The president announced Ills fore not known how much has been
Then was a considera bie
Intention of consulting the president stolen.
of Hie senate unil chamber of deputies amount of money in the safe.
tomorrow relative to the formation of
Nogal is a small station on the Capi ftea cabinet.
itán brunch of the Kl Faso & Nortll- The (lidíate In the ahnmher was on aaatern railroad, and the postoffice M
111
the bloody riot yesterday daring
the village, three miles from til"
of ah Inventory of a church
railroad.
the village of Boeechepe, resulting In
the death of a manifestant.
LINCOLN COUNT
OFFICERS
Various orators severely criticised
n i) or Tin: ROBBER)
the governmentR'R course. asserting Specialvoid
to the Morning Journal.
that It threatened to precipitate I reCapitán. N. M Mar. 7. TiW sheriff
ligious warfare.
Of Lincoln county at Lincoln was unPremier Rouvier responded:
today thai the postoffice at Ño
"The government has the duty to titled
gal, east of here, had been rohhc
apply tne law. it will apply it withlast night by biirgla.s who wrecked
out weakness, bul also with the prusafe so that it cannot be opene.1.
dence, tact Hid wisdom consistent with Athedeputy
lias been sent to Investigate.
1
t
public tranquility.
ask lie adop- ! he
'1
of money stolen is not
tion of a resolution approving these known.
declaration of the government."
The resolution was thereupon put
MARSHAL II As
to a vote and defeated.
The result UNITED NTATB8
NOT BEEN NOTIFIED
was due to a combination of opposition Influences.
I'p to 1st night the I'nited States
The vote was more
expressive of personal autagonlRm to marshal's office In this city had not
the ministry than of opposition to been notified of the robbery of the
church inventories.
at Nogal. N. M.
j postolllrc
The declRinn resulted from a disparity of opinions expressed In the
No Concessions From Operators.
chamber of deputies relative to the
Chicago. Mar. 7. No concessions'
method or currying out t lie law pro- vill be made by the Illinois Coal Opviding for the separation of church erators' association to the United Mine
and state. Had the chamber voted a 'Workers' Union, which is seeking an
motion of confidence in the govern- Increase in pay for Its members. Thll
ment the cabinet would have been was decided upon today at an execu- compelled to apply the law, hut the five, meeting of the operators, who
downfall of the ministry having clear- adopted resolutions declaring
their
ly occurred through disapproval
of willingness to face the threatened
the methods hitherto adopted, which strike April 1, rather than grant th')
nu the one side were considered as demands of the miners.
too violent and on the other side as
ton indulgent. M Rouvier and his colPECULIAR FEATURES OF
leagues thought It better to disconJAPAN'S NEW WAK.MIIP
tinue (lie enforcement of the law.
The promulgation of regulations, how- It- - Mosl Striking Innovation the Car
ever, will occur In ttie ordinary course,
rying or Yard- - and Sail- -.
as specified dates therefor are laid
London,
Mar. 7. Captiiin Paken-'hum- ,
down in the bill.
of the British em
naval
attache
Prior to the cabinet crisis the
bassy at Tokio, b is communicated lo
controversy over Morocadmiralty general particulars of
can control seemed to he In the bal- the new
battleship Japan is building
ance, with the Inclination strongly to- the
ICure,
which remarkable
at
ward an agreement. All depended up- secrecy is regarding
observed. Captain j'aken-haon Merlin's lost word.
If this was
says the mosi striking Innovation
frank concession of a Franco-Spanis- h
of yards and sails.
policy without impossible conditions, Is the carrying two
will be
tall masts, fitted
then agreement was assured; but if There
with light steel lire control platforms
the conceasl.Mi Involved further con- and
eodrses, topsails,
ditions. Fance, whose pride was al- ami carrying lower
sails. The vessel will
ready much aroused, was prepared lo be
burden,
IH.non
tons
and will
of
reject If.
have a speed of 21 knots. Her armament will consist principally of heavy
To Develop Waterways.
guns, and her armor will he massive.
New York. Mar. 7. The developShe will have an overhanging schoonment of the waterways of this coun- er how. with no ram. It is expected
try us the best means of regulating that tills will keep her comparatively
railroad rates was advocated by Con- dry forward In heavy seas.
Japanese crews have arrived In
gressman RitnsdeJI. of Louisiana, In
an after dinner speech last night at England to man the two battleships
the annual banquet of the North Sid! now being completed at Newcastle
Board of Trade In the Itronx. He said and Barrow. It Is tnnlrestnod thai
cheap freight rales prevail In Franc Japan will place no more orders for
and Germany because of the numer- - warships In (treat Britain at preRent.
,
canals of those countries and She is herself now building two battleships and several cruisers, besides
called Attention to the small amount
devoted to Improvements of the riv- ad. iitlug captured Russian warships
to her own use.
ers of this country.
,
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Trial for Otis Concern

Boise, Idaho. .Mar. 7. In the dls- -'
trict court at Caldwell the grand jury
returned indictments against till the
men held on the charge of murdering
Frank Steuiienberg, uiih the possible
exception of sieve Adam-- . It is understood , also to lUVVe indicted .1. I..
Stmpklns
another man whose
name lias not lweii learned, these two
still behsg at lilM'tiy.
Bench warrants were ordered issued. No information was given out
respecting the Indict incuts and there
will be nothing officially until
the
defendants have been arraigned. Three
or these. Charles H. Moyer. W. D.
Haywood, and Oeorge E. Pettlbone,
are to be taken to Caldwell tomorrow
morning for arraignment, but no positive information has been secured excepting as to the three.
It is stated that these three are all
presented In one Indictment and that
an Indictment was found against Or
chard. Whether the oilier indictments
are sepal ate or Joint is not known. It
was stated that as soon as the men
are arralgncd the defense will ask that
Ibcv be given a specdv trial.
This
statement was made by Attorney Fred
Miller. Of Spokane, It has been formally announced that Canyon county
. E.
has retained
Borah as assistant
county attorney lo assist in the prosecution of these cases.
111

Clad to Sec Andrew Hack.
Mar. 7. John M. Mllburn.
attorney for the trustees of the New
York Lit. to bring suits against the
TO PRESERVE PAJARITO PARK
McCall estate and Juulrew Hamilton
for the return of money alleged to tie
AND ITS PRICELESS RELICS fraudulently
taken, today expressed
delight at the return of Hamilton to

From Archaeological

Treasures

of New Mexico.

New York. He.said: 'Andrew Ham
ilton was sued along With tin McCall
estate and the matter will he pressed
immediately in the courts for the return of the money, i shall be in New
York lonlglit and there will M no dc- lay in prosecuting Hie suit."

Chlcngu

The Morning Journal Burean,
1211 Pennsylvania Avenue, n. w.
Mar. 7.
Washington, D,
The efforts of archaeologists and

C

others Interested in preserving the
priceless relics and archaeological
treasures of the southwest territories
have at last been successful.
The
house eoromittee pn public lands today agreed to make a favorable report on the bill providing for the setting aside of the Pajarito park In New
Mexico, containing the mosl Interesting cliff dwellings n New Mexico, the
hill also providing for the protection
of historical landmarks and archaeological treasures in general.
While the hill is general In
It Is designed especially to preserve the Cliff dwellings in New Meg-le- a
and Arizona and provides that the
hind on which objects of historic or
are located
archaeological
interest
may he sel aside from the public domain by the government and protected from vandals.
With the favorable report of the
house committee there is believed lo
be
be no doubt Ih.it the bill
passed at Ibis session.
Hounding I n Wild Horses.
Taeoma, Wash., Mar. 7. The wild
Will
Washington
horael of eastern
soon be as scarce as buffalo In Wyoming. Where lens of thousands were
roaming over bunch grass ranges ten
years ngo only dosons can now be
stock men of Doufound. Twenty-siglas county met yesterday at Ephrata
assoand organized I pool round-uciation for the purpose of making a
p
of the horses on Mosunited round-ues Lake range. Starting April IS, 100
men will ride over the ranges of Douglas county, corralling at least 6,000
horses. Two thousand have been sold
for shipment to eastern markets in
May. Others will be broken and disposed of during the summer in this
state and Alaska. Owners not assisting In Hie round up will be charged
ownerless horses will be
J.l a head,
sold by the association anil the proceed! divided among lis members.
Horse owners will he required to furnish riders In proportion to the number of horses they have on the range.
x

p

Wllte Not to lletlrc.

Mur. 7. Although
yesterday's manifesto and ukase reassembly
ferring to the national
vagueness releaves considerable
garding the exact status of the parliament under Ihe new political scheme
of government
the vagueness perhaps being intentional and Intended
for future definition according to the
development of events It Is made
(dear Russia has not been granted a
written constitution. The cabinet, as
In the German system remains quit!
Independent of the majority of parliament. The hope expressed after the
manifesto of October 30 thnt the cabinet would be responsible to the national assembly, after the British eys-tehas not been realized. The government believes It will control the
new parliament and proposes to flghi
further concessions to the radical parties.
That It expects to succeed Is
evident by the fact Wltte definitely
changes his plans and will not retire
on the opening of Ihe national assembly. His decisión Is expected to aid
the negotlstlon of a new foreign loan
of which the treasury stands In urgent

St., Petersburg,

need.

Darkness.
Chicago. Mar. 7. For a number of
hours today Chicago was covered with
a pall Of imoke, which coupled with
heavy ClOUds, made the day as dark
as night. At 10:14 this morning all
the simes and Offices In the business
section were lighted as they are at t
o'clock In midwinter. Street cars ran
with headlights and all lights turned
on. At times it was Impossible to see
half a square atom the street and big
buildings were discernible only by the
lights thai filled them, Darkness caused much trouble and collisions were
numerous la the streets.
in
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Bertha Claiche.
the young French
'man wno yesterday pleaded guilty lo the murder of
Broil OerdfOn, her alleged master, today was taken from the Tombs prison
to the distrie' attorney! office.
She
had a talk with Assistant District Attorney Ely. Although no official statement w is made public. It was reported
that the young woman gave Mr. Ely
the names of four policemen to whom
she said she paid J'J a week for protection while lending a life of a woman of the streets.
She aleo gave the names of about
fifty OthSI policemen, the report stated, who were receiving like amounts
In the district
from other women
where she lived.
7.

vv

(.el ling Worse in scrvln.
Belgrade, Mar. '7. The state of affairs in Servia grows from bad to
worse, and there Is every prospect of
a storm.
King Peter Is much distressed at
the departure from the capital of hfs
friend. M. Bulugdilch. who was reby Hie populace
cently so
that he has gone to live In Geneva.
In recording his departure th
newspapers had headlines such as
"May Ills
"The F.xndus Begins."
Nearest and Dearest Soon Follow!"
ami "First of the Travelers."
Meantime there Is peace In parliament owing to the opposition having
withdrawn from the debates. They
have taken this course as the premier
refused to reply to the question they
put why flreal Britain still refuses to
be represented In the country.
There are, hi consequence, only Inn
members avalla ble ov er the quorum
iieceRMary to transect business.
The
commercial treaty with Germany was
ratified unanimously. M. Stoyanvlh h
llndfl it quite easy to legislate In the
absence of all other political parties
e
e
REN VI F CONFIRMS THE
NOMIN VI ION OF HOPKINS e
Washington. Mar. 7. The sen- - e
nte In executive session today o
confirmed the nomination of R.
W. Hopkins to be postmaster at
Albuquerque, N M.

I

WOMAN EMBEZZLER SCORES

CourtsIssue

ON

Washington. Mar. 7. That there is
a sharp difference Of opinion between the supposed friends of Ihe Dol-- li
railroad rate bill was
made decidedly manifest today in the
señale chamber. The division Is over
the (itiestion whether a rate made by
the interstate commerce commission
shall be suspended by the courts pending final adjudication and was brought
to the surface in a brief debate which
followed a set speech by Mr. Clapp in
support of the bill. Ill reply to the
question by Mr. Tillman, Mr. Clapp
expressed doubt as to the power so
In legislate as to enforce penalties
proposed by the bill pending a review
of any given finding by the courts.
Mr. Tillman and Mr. Bailey took
sharp issue with this statement. The
former expressed the opinion that the
Issue Is a vital one and declared that
if an order of the commission is not
to be manifested until a final judicial
settlement in a case Is reached it will
be necessary to reform the courts.
Mr. Bailey also contended' that congress can so legislate as to maintain
the commissions' rate until the Una'
order of the court Is Issued and to
prevent Interlocutory orders suspending such rates. During the day there
were tWO speeches on the rate bill, the
one by Mr. Clapp In support of it,
and another by Mr. Scot) practically
In Opposition,
The remainder Of the
day was devoted to the statehood bill
and Messrs. Perkins and Spooner
poke in opposition to that bill as it
stands. The senate will meet tomorrow al
o'clock.
HOUSE CLOSES t .i n rn i,
DEBATE ON INDIAN Bil l.
Washington. Mar. 7. With six set
speei io s ami permission to print two
Other! in the record no two of which
were on the same subject, the house
today closed the general debate on
the Indian appropriation lull and tomorrow will take that measure up for
Mr. Burke. Of
amendment.
South
Dakota, told of the prosperous condition of the Indians in their capacity
is wards of the government and of
their advancement In civilization. Mr.
Kline, of Pennsylvania discussed reform! in the fiscal eystem. advocating
mine liberality in the loan restriction
on naiinii.il bunks. Mr. Brantley, of
Oeorgls, spoke against federal licenses for pilots as provided in pending
legislation. Mi. Hauglien, of Iowa,
argued in opposition to lln establishing of i parcels post. Mr, Gardner, of
Massachusetts, gave reasons why immigration should lie restricted, and
Mr. Gain!!, Of Tennessee, defended
Henry Clay from the charge of being
a "Stand-patter- ,"
made, he said, by
Mr. La, cy yesterday.

Washington. Mar. 7. Cltlien and
soldier paid reverent tribute to the
memory of Lieutenant General John
M. Bchofield.
I'.S.A.. retired, at St.
John's Proteatant Episcopal church
this afterpoon, where the burial service was read ovet the body of tho
distinguished soldier.
Interment was In the National cem-eteat Arlington, In a beautiful spot
on the eastern slope selected by General Bchofield more than fifteen years

still

1
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SCHWAB

A VERY

LIVELY CORPSE
By Associated

Press.

lilt

story

Tobln caused the arrest here to- from the Associated Press, friends
I'M. Schall. who Is charged In and relatives in the east and others
eager to ascertain If the rumors Of the
Bexar county, Texas, with forgery.
death of Mr. Schwab were true. How
Interesting. But a Fake.
the story got started is a mystery, as
London. Mar. 7. "Interesting, but Schwab lias at no time since leaving
untrue," is the comment of Ihe Brit- the coast been seriously ill and was
ish foreign office mi the story publishfound almost as well us iihuiiI when
ed In Paris to the effect that a formal the train reached here
Similar telepolitical alliance between Great Brit- grams were found nl Torrance and
ain and Spain will follow the mar- other stations along the line and deriage of King Alfonso and Princess nials have been sent out from almost
Ena.
every place that the train has stop-lie- d
iff

day of

New Ambassador to Britain.
New York Mar. 7. A cable to the

Herald from Rome says: Senator
Thomas Tltthnl, former Italian minister of foreign affairs, has been suddenly appointed ambassador to Great
Britain In place of Slgnor Pansa, who
will now be placed at the disposal of
the ministry. This Is the first time
Tilloni has been ambassador and the
appointment with Ihe recall of his
predecessor aroused much comment
jln diplomatic circles.

Rites Over Remains of Brave
Old Warrior.

THE SHERIFF

Won! to Serve In Canada.
London, Mar. 7. Lord Rtrathcona
has received so many applications
from English officers anxious to obtain commissions In Canada that he
Iihs announced that there Is no opening in the permanent force.
Some
misapprehension has apparently nrls-e- n
here on the subject.

SHERMAN

Is a Vital One.

New York, Mar. 7. A telegram received tonight by t lie Associated Press
Return to Texas Delayed by Habeas at
from Dr. M. R. Ward, attendCorpus Application.
ing physician Of Charles M. Schwab,
dated at Tucumcari, N. M, says:
Los Angeles, Cal.. Mu. 7. Margir-el
"Mr. Schwab was somewhat IndisBauer, arrested here charged with
embezzling IMS. 000 ti San Antonio, posed In Los Angeles, hut ills Illness
Texas, wis saved from being taken was of slight slgnltlcance.
He Is en
bai K io thai state by the institution or route today feeling much better.
corpus proceedings today.
habeas
"M. R. WARD."
Sheriff Tobltl of S in Antonio, returned from Sacramento with Governor s( II W IB KEPT BUSY
Pardee's warrant for the woman's
DENTING
OF DEATH
surrender this morning ami a few
hours later started for the Haiti with Special to the Morning Journal.
Tucumcari, N. M., Mar. 7. Wh"ti
Ills prisoner, At the depot, however,
lie was served with papers In the the train bearing Charles M. Schwab,
habeas corpus proceedings and was the noted llnancler and former presiObliged lo return Mrs. S.iuer to Jail dent of the steel trust, reached here
until the writ is disposed of by Su- on the Rock Island today a big
perior Judge Smith tomorrow. Sher- bunch of telegrams was awaiting him

ONE

WITH GENERAL

President and Statesmen Attend Last

BY

ness.'

New York. Mar.

Career.

Fighting

Bailey Says It May Become Necessary

Stifling Competition.

in-i-

Distinguished

ON FAMOUS MARCH TO SEA

to Reform the

-

Had

COURTS

of

Washington, Mar. 7. On advices
that a federal suit was llled in San
elFraticls,o today against thirty-on- e
evator concerns, including the Otis
Elevator Co., on the charge of violating the ti n t i trust law. Attorney C.en- sarl Moody made the following i tatemen! tonight:
"The United States attorney for the
Northern District of California, under
instructions from the attorney general
tiled In the United States circ uit court
for the Ninth circuit a bill of complaint against the Otis Elevator Co
and twenty-seve- n
other companies and
three Individuals engaged in the elecharging
vator business,
them with
violation 'f the Sherman anti-tru- st
UtW.
The companies named as defendants comprise the principal elevator companies of the United State.;.
the operations specifically complained
of having been carried on mainly In
California and the states west of til"
Rocky mountains.
' II is charged
that these compnnlcs
make and sell at least 80 per cent of
ail of the elevators used in that terrl- tory and thai they have entered into
combination among themselves to
control and enhance prices at which
elevators are sold: that in order to!
make the combination effective the
otis B levator Co. lias acquired the
whole or a majority Interest in the
business of all other defendants, although said defendants are said to
bS operating as apparently Scpar.it
and Independent concerns; that when
Ian Inquiry Is received from a customer
by any of the defendant ii is immediately referred to the Otis Elevator
Co., and if there Is no outside competition that com party designates the
roncern which is to get tne business,
lixes an excessive and exorbitant prlc'o le charged and directs the other
companies I" sunn;! bids, appareni
.food lailh. but higher than the bid
of the company Which has been designated in receive the contract; If outside competition dues appear, one of
hese subsidiary companies is directed to make the contract at
loss, in
order to freeze out the competitors,
The bill also alleges that then are
.only three elevator companies not In
the combination carrying on business
west of the Rocky mountains and Itl
order to drive these companies out of
business ami secure an absoluta monopoly the otis Elevator Co, has
it ii .'ii
nils igainst them for alleged
infringement of its patents. which
suds are brought solely to harass and
injure them, and ((inn one of these,
independent companies secures a contract, the "Us Elevator Co, notifies
Hie customer thai ii has brought lull
against the Independent for Infringement ami if the customer allows the
Independent COTOpnny to carry out the
contract,
(the customer),, will
he
thereby become liable for damages for
aid Infringement.
"The bin prays thai the defendants
be perpetually enjoined from carrying on i their illegal combination and
from further agreeing and combining
together to control trade and commerce in elevators and to deprive the
people of the several states In Hi'
I'nited States of the benetll In rates
and prices derived from free and unrestrained competition in said busi-

Bill.

WHETHER RATE CAN

SUSPENDED

BE

Charged

Methods

WAR LEADER

the Difference of Opinion Among General

of

Law.

COMPANIES

LAST CIVIL

HARMONIOUS

.DEFENDANTS INCLUDE PRINCIPAL QUESTION

Buffalo.

Uncle Sam to Keep Hands of Vandals

Violation

Anti-Tru- st

Prisoners Simpkins and Another

:

-or

5CH0FED

OF RATES NOT

GRAND JURY ELEVATOR MEN

OTERO KXPECTS FORAKER
AMENDMENT TO UK RKFKATED
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Mar. 7. Santa F
is much interested tonight in a
telegram received here during the
afternoon which declares that the
statehood bill is likely to pass the
senate 0:1 Friday without the Foraker
amendment. This telegram came from
former Governor M. A. Otero, who is
in
Washington, and who is a pronounced opponent Of joint statehood.
DEFEATED IN VIOLENT DEBATE
II says that an important
conference
of the friends of the Hamilton bill was
IN CHAMBER
OF DEPUTIES held today and that as a result the
impression prevails in Washington
that the bill will go through the senate without Mr. Foraker's referendum clause.
The impression created by this teleBloody Riot Over Church Inventories gram is favorable as Santa Fe is becoming on of the joint statehood
Strongholds of the territory.
Bone of Contention Which Ends
in Discrediting

INDICTED BY

, ,.

uppuuem oi jointure expects rassage
Prominent Advocate Fears Defeat.

PREMIER'S FINISH

MOODY AFTER

Mr. Schwab is traveling In his palatial private cur. Loretta, one of the
finest In the United States.
MR SCHWAB

to UUUVE IV
KANSAS city TODAY

Kansas City, Mar. 7. Charles M.
Schwab, former president of Ihe stc
trust, will arrive In Kansas City tomorrow at 5:50 o'clock In his privute
car Loretta. He is on his way to New
York from California.
His prívate
car Is attached to a Rock Inland train
from El Paso. The car will be transferred In Kansas City lo a Rock Island
train that leaves tho Union Depot at 8
o'clock tomorrow
morning for Ht.
Louis. G. W. Rourke, superintendent
In Kansas
of Rock Island terminals
City, received a telegram tonight advising him ot the time of arrival. In
which It was said Mr. Schwab was not
sick.

ry

ago.

The troops thai formed the funeral
escort comprised practlcully all that
are an duty in Washington and at tho
posts near the city.
. ..
President Roosevelt, accompanied
by his military and naval aides,
the services at the church.
Back of the president sat the
of war and state, secretary
ot the interior and postmaster general.
The supteme court of the United
Slates oceirpie the third pew , with
Major General Randolph Wallace.
T.S.A.. retired, and other close friends
Of the family.
seeretu-nterlorrl-

es

GENERAL
li:.l
MOST

HAS
DISTINGFISIIKD CAREER
Washington. Mnr. 7. Wit.h the
death of General Schofield the last
surviving army commander during
the civil war has passed away.
General Schofield
was bottl 111
Chautauqua county, X. Y., September
29, 1S1M.
He removed to Illinois with
his family when about 1 years old.
he
In IS40
entered West Point from.
Freoport. He graduated In 863. sef-ent- h
in a lass w ith Mcpherson, Sherti
idan. Sill. Terrlll, Tyler and the
Hood. July 1. sr.3. he was
made second lieutenant of artillery at
Fori Moultrie, H, C, and was stationed in Florida until S55. when he wae
sent to West Point as acting assistant
and then as.slst.int professor of natural and experimental philosophy until
Ü

1

i

Coit-federa-

1X60.

He was on leave of absence in St.
Louis when the civil war began, but
waived his privilege and was made
mustering officer of Missouri, April
'10. 1861, serving one month.
By permission be was made major of the
First Missouri volunteers April
I
was made captain of the
ami M.iv
First artillery of ihe regular urmv,
remaining, however, with the Missouri
troops. As chief of stnfY to General
Lyon he was in the engagement! of
Dug Spring! ami Curran po!toftlce.
August
I and t. and the battle of
Wilsons ('nek. August 10. That fall
he .unveiled the First Missouri
Into an artillery regiment, and
with Battery A. took part In the buttle of Frederlcketown, Mo., October,
21st.
November 21 he was appointed by
the presidí nl brigadier general of vl-Uteen, and on the 28lh received the
ame commission from the governor
of Missouri in the Missouri state mi
litis, with orders to organize ami
equip 10.000 men to serve within the
limits of Hie state during the war.
He was thus engaged from February 16 to September II, 1862, commanding the district of the Missouri.
Prom thai time until April. 1863. he
Organised ami commanded the army
of the frontlet in southwest Missouri

2.

U

&

and northwest Arkansas, driving the
confederates south of the Arkansas
river, and was made major general of
th! volunteer! November 29, 1HS2.
sent Troops to VIckHbiirg.
From April 20 till May 13. 883, he
commanded the Third division of the
Fourteenth army corps, Army of III
Cumberland, hut was assigned to the
command of the Department of the
Missouri May ;, Mill, and retained
It
until January 31, 864, sending
ii
is to assist Grant at Vlcksburg. operating successfully to obtain possession of ihe line of the Arkansas river
and clearing the stale of guerrilla and
burder warfare.
By request of General Grant January 31. 864. he was made commander of the department and Army of
He Ohio, forming the left wing of
General Sherman's army In Georgia.
He took part in all the buttles of the
entire Atlanta campaign, ending with
the siege and the capture of Atlanta
September 2. 864. In October. 11(4.
to
he was sent by General Sherman
help General George H. Thomas In
Tennessee, commanding the Iroopl
In the field opposed to General Hood
from November 3 to December 1.
He gave battle at Franklin, November 3), and repulsed the enemy's
largely superior force with a loss to
(hem of 1,750 killed. 3.100 wounded
and 700 prisoners, while his own total loss was only 2,300. He also participated In the battle of Nashville,
which terminated the eitnpalgn, and
in the pursuit of Hood'! army until
January 14. S 6 r. . His commission of
brigadier general dated from the battle of Franklin, and March IS, IMS.
he was made brevet major general for
gallant and meritorious service!" In
the same battle.
To
with General Sherarmy rorpi.
man, the Twenty-thirby
General Schofield, was
commanded
transported In fourteen day! with sll
Its equipment from Clifton, Tenn., to
Washington, and by February I, 185.
renched North Carolina, Port Anderson was taken February 18. Wilmington February 22, and Kingston. March
a Junction being effected wllh
Generul Sherman at Goldsbnro. March
22.
At Johnson's surrender si Durham si, hi, in April 26. General Scho-flelre
the .urns and paroled
1

I

I

1

1

d

d

rUGE

THE ALBUQUERQUE

TWO.

the prisoner.
He rómmnnded the
department of North c.irnliiui until
June 12.
V 11 led I
After the war he v lulled Kurope on
a ape. i.il mlaalon relative to ihe
of Mexico by Fren, h troop
h
August 16. 186!. till June.
eomtnsmted the depai tment of
and lh- - First nil lit i r
of Virginia under reonimli ii. Hon
- in
law. June sn. ltiKd. loof war by President J..'m-oretained tli .ifii.e under f're
sn.l
dent Oram till Match U.
Mai i. 4 Of the eme )rear
made
major eneral. Mar, h :'u miüi, ilil
May J. 1Í70. He rotnmande
of the Missouri, and from
the at date till .luly 117. the fi
fl mi
aiott of the Pacific, The p
December SO. 1872, nil April. 173
wan pent on a miaion to th-- ' Hawaiian Island. From 1X77. until
SI, lilt, he w.i then auerltiiendenl
of the military academy a! Whi Point
,f he depa '
of
and nmm.it.
Wel Point. Mi- llienili- - for .i few
of
division
month commanded
the Oulf. and pen the nesi year in
Europe. October l 1..; i, aaraln
commanded the .IIvíkíom of Ihe
anil November I. ihk:: nucreed-e- d
Sherlil.in in command of Hie ctlvl
alon of the Missouri, with headquarter in i 'lil' i so.
April 2, IXi. he com ma lid 1 the
AuaUM
división of tbe Atlantic
14. IM. on the death of Sl.eridan.
was aligned by president Cleveland
to command the army of 'he miied
Slates with head'ihat 'er In Washing'in-il-

WILL REFORM

v

l.-- i

im-n- l

i

,

.

ton.

LAWS

AGAINST

VOTE BUYING

INADEQUATE

7.
NSW York, Mar
The national
y
.inference for ihe reform of the
and election laws, held here under Ihe auspices of the National Civic Federation,
concluded Us sessions

.

prl-mar-

toda
it

--

e

- expe. ted l hit the work
for bai-- j
reform bosnio by tin- conference I
will be carried forward bv a depart-men- !
of the National civic' Federation
charged with this duty and created
through a resolution adopted by the
conference, This resolution wus lluro--dueed by Josiah Quinoy, ..f Boston.
All membara ..f the conference are to
become membnt ..f m new depart

lol

i

'

.

,

fg

Another meétlng of the conference
Wfll
.alle.l for annie future time
as may be expedient. Another resolu-lloadoptad reads:
Resolved, That experience shows
that existing provisions of criminal
law ig.ilnst the purchase of votes are
Inadequate; that proper corrupt practices legislation should Include (1) the,
publication of ail contributions ami
egp i, .inuresi
i
ti,,, prohibition
of
political contributions
by corpora- Hons; oji the definition and limitation ol permissible political expenditures; Hi provisión f,. judicial in-- !
qulry im.. . lection expenditures and
existence of corrupt
practices,
in
which proceeding gny
citizen may
participate; (S) the punishment of
corrupt practices by further peMltleg,
SUCh as disfranchisement
or disqualification for office, in addition to a flue
.r Imprisonment.
Tin- conference declined to
adopt a
resolution declaring for direct nominations through ihe primary system
I' I' ring the HtattSr by a vole of (
W
'i to the department of civic federation.
n

.

slnt.

UataaallW

UoiiM-IS- i

The
Bogota, (Tuesday). Maih fi
three men who on February 0 alternated to assasaloatt General Reren
president Of Hie republic of Colo n
were shot Imlay at Ihe spot where the
attach look place.
i

Complete .aim prevail" thiiiilghoui
the repiihli.

Chicago X Minn I 'lie.
Chicago, Mnr. 7. -- Fire todav
ihe coaling station of the Chicago A Alton at Twenty-eightstreet
n. California avenue
laws. j:,n imn
h

e

Municipal Ownership Minor.
Seattle. Mar. 7. Judge William
Hickman, municipal ownership candi-datwa elected mayor by a small
majorily of fifteen vote, after the
closest light in the hllsory of the
city
John Siplinger. republican inn
did ite. was badly cut in many wards
and ran far behind his ticket.
with the exception of a councilman of two was elected by a bin
hittjorlty.
e,

Due More Chance for tool ha
Cambridge. Mass.. Mar, 7. It is
ihe Harvard authorities have
decided to allow football one more
year's trial under the new
by the American
rules committee. A formal canvass of the board of overseers indícales if the Harvard athletic commit-leIs willing to permit another Irlil
Ihe overseers will not oppose
le

e

i

'
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FULL

QUARTS
FULL

20 QUARTS

$ A 00

fit'

$

EXPRESS

AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

15 .20 FREIGHT
PREPAID

St. Paul,

Distillery. Troy, O.

soon reach

Dayton, O.

Minn.

Loans and Discounts
f l,M0,a6d.M
Bonds, stocks, Real Estate
U.Ml.gO
Banking Bouse and Furniture
88,500.(10
United States Bond
$ S Of, 000. 00
Cash and Exchange . . . I.870,30.21 l,67l,30.l

Capital, $500.000.00, paid in fall.

Atlanta, Ga
Established

1866,

Palegislatures, there appears tobe a noteTOTAL
shipbuilding cont- worthy absence of "yellow dog" funds
panlea of
are bulHlna new vis-I- d in most Ot the capitals and also a
repairlni
ones ami adapting great fulling off In the number
of
everything they have afloat to secure strike'' bills Introduced for the purid.ii lying trade Of the I'arlft.
pose of tapping tin"yeflOW
dog'
SI
funds.
ri;iTI(
inks
POR
R008EVKLT
reports
acKentucky
alone
marked
I'oiciitn Traite Grows,
TO-OII
Hot (I :ts tivity by an insurance lobby. A Hood
Washington, Mar. 7. The Hade of
Y
of bills poured into the Kentucky legtin- Culled Stutes with
A list ria Unocal
truly iiml a
Register says It Was islature
email
stayed
by
been
lias
a
v .luring
Macal
year amountthe
it"ii JmlgitMint.
army ol' Insurance representatives ami
ed approximately to ttl.léo.AÜO, hc-- i
Washington, Mar. 7. The Army and all the measures practically killed.
cording to a bulletin ,,f the depart-tneN'.ivy reglSler Is very critical of the
of commercs and labor,
Bniiet-proMotor Oar.
were llt.SII.IOO.
ami exports preMtlenra Incorporation of Admiral
Paris, Mar. 7. Successful experiTogo's address to h)s ntsn in general
til nun. lido, showing .ni urease.
Consul Kellogg. SI Colon, report-tha- i onUrs io ihe army ami navy.
The ments have heeu made in Ihe streets
of Parla with one of the seven new
the total freight rattled over the pfipar iays:
it is quite out of the ordnlgry for bullet-proo- f
'Ingle track I', inania lallroa.i in lililí
ami shell-promotor
Was it 1,04)0 Ions, an increase of is. such ofiieini publications as general cars which are being built
for the
per cent over that of
0S.
Freight or. I. rs from Ihe war ami navy depart- Russian govornment.
M. Stlenne, the war minister, rode
traffic from Hie I i I I States In l!l(i4 ir outs t
ntaln. as they do this week
a special address
to the service at in the car, which attained a apead of
increased by 4,500 tons to Smith
c
miles an hour on lev-points. Consul General. Dietrich, im'.- by tin- president, who quotes the twenty-eigh- t
it Guayaquil, Rcuodor, says the ynlt- - Japanese Admiral Togo's message to ground, and ascended gradients as
d Slates is now in the lead of all Hi.- united squadron, which he
p
comste as one in four.
The ear weighs three Ions ami Is of
countries In sales of Commodities 'o manded on the occasion of its disposal
that country, selling 11,174,000 worth. at Ihe close of the war. (If cOttne, :iu horse power, it is provide. i with
Conusl General Kpdgers at shnng-- . what Admiral Toko said al the time is n small qutck-flirin- g
swivel gun. which
PLOWS, SCRAPERS,
can Ore 00 shots a minute in any
liui. reports thai Japan's slilps will north reading, preserving ami
mehnberlns), but the Incident of the direction.
HARROWS, BfeOVBLS.
official promulgation
of that distinPrance is also
providing hone If
Woman's Trials.
guished gentleman's remarks is of with a complete corps of these arm- SPADES, ItAKEK,
Tli bltWr, trail in a woman's Ufa If to questionable .wisdom for several reas- - o red motor cars.
be cblldlssK. Who can tell how hunl
(toss and
The car carries a folding steel
"Itl the (lr.it place one naturally bridge, which .an be quickly ola'ced
ma v liavr bren
she learnt to
GARDEN TOOLS.
herteil to Iwr lonely lot? Tat ab- asks what must he ihe "motions of across .lit. bes. With the help Of this
sence ol tins link to liiiul marital life our good friends, th" Russians, when 'In- car shOWed
that it could go
together, the absence of tlii one pledge Ihey read tills American celebration across country,
BUILDING HARWABJS,
to mm mil affection It u common disap- ot Japanese
courage, determination,
Many unfortunate eouplen Individual initiative ami s.i fértil ami
CARPENTERS' TOOLS,
pointment.
Would Hale lo IxMC Sliiyvesailt.
become estranged "len in
Liondon, Mar. 7. viscount North- pfen if ilioy so un:' Again, what Is the affect upon
CORRUGATED ROOfTNG,
do not drift apart, one ma read the bole iii" Japanese themselves?
is mil this Cliffs (better known as Sir Alfred
extent of their disappointment in ti
ves son or praise demorallatng to Japa- i larmsw mi h). chairman of the proBARB WIRE PENCE
of such a childless couple when they rest nese modesty?
contributing to tection committee of the British pol- isn't
oi. the children ol others.
To them the th" national
I. ell, with mi especial
Iny holders of the Mutual Ufa InsurSTAPLES, BAR IRON
lartesi Ismllydoei not seem too numerous. advantage to ourselves ami other In- ance i'o.. has cabled to Utuyveaanl
In many- eases of barrenness or
ternational admirers of tin. Japanese? Pish lb" committee's alarm at bis res- STEEL., ETC.
g
the obstacle to
is finally, may not some on.-- , iiiimied by Ignatlon from the company, and Urg- eaih remorad by the enre of weakneas on bigotry, rise up ami ask If It Is possi- ing mm lo
continue to support genuthe (ai l of the woman. Dr. l'lcrce'd l
ble that every American officer ami ine reforms.
Prescription lias been the means uf unlisted min. whether
In the
serving
restoring health ami frultfulnesi to many army or navy, stands in need of shy
Pekín lo Croles).
u Barren woman, to th.. (treat Joj of tbe
such Imported, translate.) .all to virLondon, Mar. 7. A news agency
household. In other, but rare ciise. the tue, Indomitable
In Ihe face dispatch from Efakln says thai officials
obstruí Uoa to the bearlag ol children has of hardship amiendurance
peril ami patriot I of Hie foreign office have decided to
been loan. to lie of a siirineiil liaracter.
loyalty
to
pause?
the national
make representations to the United
but easily removable by painless operativo
"Wa may expect to see some such states government regarding the sendirvainiiuu ai uie invuiul- - Motel niul .Siir- n it row min. led person put this UU- -, ing ol' American tiajops
THE
lo the Philipsica Institute. Itutfalo. N. V..oVerwhieb kind ami disrespectful
T)r. I' fee o( the " Kiivorite Prosprl
construction pines for Chineas contingencies
i.i l.n.
upon Mr. ftoosevelt's literary visit,
It will be pointed out that Ulereare
PRESCRIPTION
isms praaidea, in all caes where
upon onr own military and navel no Symptoms that the government
Is
un- dealred ami are absent, an effort
says
personnel.
Togo
What
Admiral
to
hostile
foreigners,
no
thai
is
there
ihoald
And
maile to
.nit the real causa,
111
DRUGGIST
be indorsed, of rotirsa, bul what possibility of a repetition of the Boxer
llMS
is generally
o easily reinoveil t y
was the use of printing IiIh farewell movement, and that th" government
pro pei treatment.
In ill the various weaknesses, dliplaaa. messaas along with the presidential is able to handle any local disturb- 201
menu prolapsus. Inflammation and de- estimate of tip. Japanese admiral as
bilita: ng, eatarrliai drains ami in all amona the grui.i old tes flehters of
nervousness ami debility,
rasei
jr.
Thai introductory I'llilillllUlll
lif
Plerct- - h'avorfte Proseriptlon
- the most
Togo iiiiiiiii well have I.... ii entraste
sfllc eni remedy thatcan possibly be wed.
i.,
ty.
poeten
h.ipcii thai
it is to
It ha- - to its T.sjn bund redi of thousands
of ciin- more In l.iet than an ither H'hen t In- president's action engage'
O. N. Manon, Prcsi&cnt
Ihe
inre
tin
ni in- sonti
iirrl
y
criticism
re moil pul up for sale tbrouan druggists,
J. B. Hcrndon, Cashier
saps Isllv for woman's uso. The ingreili
huh lio win dare in say that Ihe
"f Hie army and navy does no'
ft"t.s f which tli " Favorite Prescription
NATIONAL BANK
it coupowil have received (he nSost stand in need of Togo's example or
posltl c eiidorsenient (ruin the leading Toaos adi lee."
of
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
medical writers on Mattria Mtaksa of all
the v veral
of praetlco.
Capital
All the INSURANCE IjORBV Is not
$100,000.00
VERT BUST? THIS VEA It
martíllente are printed in puta ítijiisfi
Surplus ami Undivided Profits
on Pie wrapper enclosing the bottle, mi
15,000.00
that iny woman making us., of tbls Notable Ibsenoe ol the "Yellow Dog"
iioiii sun.' Capitals,
Ismo'is medicine mav know exactly
h it
Now Fork, Mar. ?. Special
The State National Rink solicits a share of your Busi'lie li taking l)r Pierce takes bit pato the Herald show that In
tient- Into his lull confidence, shlch lie
ness
upon the hasis of sound progressive banking,
promcan afford to do as the formula after uranee measures an- iiiiíhk
lili h the "Favorita Prescription- - Is inent tiKiirc in mom or Ihe states in
liberal and arurate treatment. Correspondence or a
mad- - will bear the most can-fuwhich legislaturas ere in session, but
exampersonal interview solicited.
Dmrolan) of legislation affecting life
ination.
l)r Pierce'- - Pleasant Pellets are tbe Insurance is not likely t be inrifc.
tiesl and safest laxative for women.
While here anil there SgSntS of the
insursn
'ompanles are watching the
-

port touched by

i

'itir waters,

Jap-sels-

,

on Erie,
Mar. 7

Wreck

Hlnghampton, N. Y
W
Brie passenger No 7 carrying
u number of Immigrants bound foi
the wesi was derailed lo re today ami
the engine, mall, baggage ami . xpn
ar plunged over an embanhmenl to
the street None of the passenger
were hurt. The wreck caughl rir
but the names were quickly etflln- glllstied.
.
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1M.1M.M
200,000.00

9,aSI,BN.M

S, 180,784.81
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New

York,

Mar.

According to
estimates made in local banking and
foreign exchange clrcb - lb.- - amoun
of money borrowed from i broad n
finance bills by New Torh banklni
brokerage houses has never been exreeded. With the possible exception ol
I
when some estímales 01
New York's borrowing ran
high i
J500. 000. 0011
Precisely what Ihe amount is at the
preetii time t Is. or course, lm
ble to determine, bul li i miMcientl)
large to call for comment rrom the
other side. The operations have b
participated in by many stoi h an
nomi nouses which ha
ver befoi
resorted to ihe foreign market foi
accommodation.
Blsty to ninety davs billa, genera 1)
with some privilege of rem arul is Hi
usual form that this foreign borrowing
takes. These are drawn agalnal nioi k
domiciled with selected banks oi lru
lumpanles here, which arrange roi
small commission to look aftei iha
margin collateral of the loan
Thl
bills, after acceptance In London iji
elsewhere. :,re either retained lo
banks in their portfolios, oi sold
redttcotinted. according to the usl mi
Of Ihe tendon bill discounting firm
or insiiiutions.
Ijtrge amount of them sometime
ago are said to have been pHrchaaod
from tyoiidon by Paris. I.,, lug ihi!
market In a commanding position i
her ability to driiw on NOW York
through London or on New Y..ik ,ii
reit in case or necessity upon the
maturing of the loan or the maturing of Ihe renewal, im the pi
occasion, when New
tors utilised
foreign credit extensively lu ostein
speculative prires the our, ono
wsi
i.ol wholly present.
However, the huge sums borrowed
In 102-- sos were ,m. off or redu
to i point satisfactory
to Bui ipi
and the successful lliiildal cm ,.r
debt popularised the transa,
Hon with Kurope. whose bankers ai
discounter
have found It p.ofltabl
business
Of Malts Ihe egpeetStlfl
is that this country will liquidate th
Uto largely through SttpOltS or K i
rope purchase of American sc. hi
tie aBd the like.
If all goes well with Ihe crops and
everything else there will be no dif
llrulty In psylng off Ihe in let Jnes
through hill of SXCAsngS 01 .if ev
p.iiidlng ihe o4iligitlon further.
When foreign borrowing Is resorte
to for the purpose of sustaining apt
ulallve prices It amounts In reality (o
a mortgage given In advance on Ho
ountry's credit hálame to further
gambling operation
If the market
go wrong every
with remit
lances to make abroad is laid ind.
tribute, paying higher tales for c
change than he otherwise would n
oiisequenre of Ihe speculative performance.
7.
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Capital and Proflta
Circulation
Deposits

g8.l80.7M.HI

lie
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LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
Louis, Mo.

THU- S-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

PREPAID

Send us the above amount and we will ship In a plain sealed rase, with
no marks to show contents. Try the whiskey, have your doctor test it
every bottle If you wish. If you don't find it all right, ship it back to us
at Ol'K EXPENSE and your money will be promptly refunded.
How
jould any otter be fairer?
You save money by ordering 20 quarts by freight. If you can't use so
much, get a friend to join you. You can have either Kye or Hourbon.
Kemember we pay the express or freight charges.
60S
Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

St.

OP

First National Bank

HAYNER WHISKEY

-

Small

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

United Ststes Senate, Washington, D. C.
"I have used HAYNER WHISKEY Tor medicinal purposes in my family and haw
found it very satisfactory. I believe it to be a number-onmedicinal whiskey."
J humas S. Martin, U. 8. Senator from Virginia.

v

'M' III

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

no matter how much you pay or where you get it. We
have 't en distilling whiskey for 39 years. We have one of the most modern
and best equipped distilleries in the world. We know of nothing that
would improve, our product. Perfection in the distiller's art has been
reached in HAYNER. WHISKEV, which goes direct from our distillery to
YOU, with all of its original purity, strength, richness and flavor. It doesn't
pass through the hands of any dealer or middleman to adulterate. You
thus save the dealers' big prolits. You buy at the distiller's price, at first
cost. Don't you see the economy in buying HAYNER WHISKEY, as well
as the certainty of getting absolutely pure whiskey?

I

CRIMINAL

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

than HAYNER,

i

I,

Thursday, March 8, 1906.

MQNTBZUMAJRUST CORgAlW

Cannot Buy Purer
Whiskey

You

IHE BALLOT

MORNING JOURNAL,

1
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LAMBING PLACES

-

chll-ara-

Splendid Grass.

Fine Water.
Thoroughly Protected.

n

l

West Railroad Ave.
Address Fred Winn or Wm.

R.

-

Morlcy, Dátil,

N. M.

-

-

4

WITH AMPl.i: MEANS
FACIUTIES

-

AND UNSUHPASSED

per-onn- al

THE STATE

T H E
BANK DF COMMERCE
EXTENDS IX

ALBUQUERQUE,

NJ.

DISPO.SITOK.S KVKKT PROPER ACCOMMOOATIoíli
AND .SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

--

capital,

-

l

w. s.

mu
vice-r-

J.

O.

k
n

1,1

it.

fi50.ooa.aa.

Officers and Directora:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.

w 3. JOHNSON,

sideiii and Casbler.

M1I,I1 MilMOSII.

BAXDRIDOE.

nROHOUi

A. M. BLACKWBLTj.

AIINOli
O. E. CROMWVUi.

GOLD COIN FLOUR

i

OI ItMANY

M i l

IIHIt WW

IjmS

Foreign Oimi-o- o
Muilonetl In
PeHillt PrmliM-elilna. I
Mar. 7. Germany has with- drawn her troops from Chlngwantn...
and the barracks at Peltalho will be
sold at auction next Monday.
The German minister to China.
Baron Mumm Von Hohwartssleln.
waited upon (he Chinese emperor and
the empress regent October 24. and Informed them that, with the rat I ft. atlo.i
of the Treaty of Portsmouth, Ihe Gei
man emperor considered the time had
com for the withdrawal of the foreign garrisons still ststloned In the
Province of pe. hill and that he would
without delay make a proposal to the
heads of the states concerned. II
would also order the withdrawal of
the military poets which, at the tlm
of the disturbances In the province of
Khantung wore pushed forward from
ihe German port at Tslngtso to Kau-ma Chinese town In Kslo Chau.
.

iMtrt-Peki-

n.
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Just buy a sack of Gold Coin Flour. It is the cheapest because
it is the best and makes more bread
4'

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

1

I

Thursday. Marvh

8.

T?HE ALBUQUERQUE

10.

ROCK ISLAND

MEN

Just Received Fine Line of She Celebrated

CONFER ON ROUIE

10

11

PACIFIC

t

May Affect Plans.

bENSON-SA-

DIEGO

N

Washington Suits

f What JoyThey Bring!

Treacherous Colorado River

I
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LINE

WILL BE RECOMMENDED

o

r.

-

ALSO

Fine Line of MaLnhaLtteuri Shirts
and T5he Crossett $3.50 and

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when in health and
how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor life they
enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and the wholesome
diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health should be preserved,
not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature, and if at anytime a remedial agent is required, to assist
nature, only those of known excellence should be used remedies which are pure
and wholesome and truly beneficial in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy,
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has
come into general favor in many millions of well'informed families, whose estimate
of its quality and excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally', because
they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained, by an
original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and
presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are
used to promote the pleasant taste ; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence
we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not approve of patent
medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup of Figs
always has the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly
printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in bottles of one size
If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty cent size, or having
only.
printed thereon the name of any other company, do not accept it. If you fail to get
the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects. Every family should always have
a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial for the parents and the children,
whenever a laxative remedy is required.

Mar. 7. President B.
the Pock Island systo Los Angeles from
private car. accompaofficials of the road.
second vice president
end general manager of the system
haa been in California several weeks.
Me left this city for San Francisco a
few days ago and now Is in that city.
U is expected that he will return to
Los Angeles to meet and confer with
the president and other officials of
the system.
This gathering of men who shape
the destinies of the system is supposed
to mean the opening of activities relative to ihe extension of the line from
El Paso or Benson, to the coast.
PrOnl a reliable source it is learned
that the major portion of the material
for the construction of the coast extension already has been purchased,
and that the officials of the system
have been waiting the beginning of operations only until satisfied that the
waters of the Colorado soon would
cease to flow into the Colorado desert.
There is a probability that general
offices will be opened in this city soon.
It will be necessary to have a western
the
headnnarters established before begun
actual work of construction Is
and as Los Angeles Is to be the terminal noint. this city will be the moht
advantageous from which to direct the
work.
Agents of the company and competent engineers have been looking
over the possible routes to the coast
ajad it is said that the one which will
he recommended to the official board
fi be a direct line from Benson lo
crossing the Colorado
San Diego,
about at the Mexican line south of
"Yuma and crossing the desert very
near the International line, possibly
south.
Through the coast range. It is believed Ihe road will keep south of
the Mexican line, as nature offers bet'
ter facilities than to the north. From
San Diego to Los Angeles It is hinted
that the road will keep well back front
the coast, which field is occupied by
the Santa Fe, opening a new section
..f country which promises eventuallyn
to he prolific territory. What, if any-thihas been done In the way of securing terminals and entrance into
this city does not appear as yet.
Wine hell Denies Every tiling.
While In Kl Paso yesterday morning for a short time, B. L. Wlnchell,
president of the Uock Island system,
took occasion to deny most emphatall of the stories about Hock
I ically
been
Island extensions that have
wafted around for some time, says
lie Kl Paso Times.
"The Vhielf fsbind Hoes not contem
5 plate
building Into Mexico.
"five Mock Island is not to extend
to California.
line
its
is not
'"The Bock Island, positively,
going to build LO the North Pole, nor
Is II going to construct a line into
Bputh Africa."
The above were some of the dentals
entered by the great railroad presi"This trip," he said, "is for
dent.
pleasure, purely."
É
Los Angeles,
Win.riell of
tem Is 'n route
Chicago in his
nied by several
II. I'. Mudge,
T,.

in grey a.nd blue serges; double or single breasted

$4.00 Shoes

;

Mpl

Arisen S3 jo ami
$4.00 Short
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Danlcf Hats

Net tutors Shors
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Clothing
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& Furnishings,

All Kjinds of.,.

Vehicles

..STABLES..

Bonrdhig Horses a special! v.
Saddle Horses.
W. Silver Avenue. Alliuuueraiie.

Farm Machinery

tpONT

1

Earl A Wilson
shirts
JagrrUndrrwtar

Albuquerque

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale
I1"

Manhattan Shirt t

jLef

and Harness.
Figures and Quality

of

Goods are to hat
TalKf to lei us

more than thirty
result of a
miles east of 101 Paso.
The acc ident occurred on west bound
Snnthw-ster- n
freight No. HI. .Monday
afternoon, four miles south of Dea
th
ert. Four freight cars leaped
track as the result of I broken rail.
Up
considerably
torn
The trick was
and the ears were badly Injured, rolling over on their sides.
No one was Injured.
$ Sj
SANTA I'll COMPANY

NOT

PREFERRED DEVON CREDITOR

Topeka; Kas., Mar. 7. in the UnitStates district courl here Judge
PoiocK sustained Ihe decision of Referee N. H, l.nomis. thai the Sania Fillóes not
have a preferred claim
against th csiate of C. J. Devlin, for
S.'T.onn which Ihe road advanced to
the dead mlUlionaire to pay his miners
at the Mt. Carme! Cbul company, a
short while before his financial failure
ed

last

July.

The Santa

I

contended that tho

money was not a loan to Mr. Devlin,
but was to be repaid In coal, and that

this contract still holds
should be so acted upon.

g

and

The Santa

Fe for some years held a written contract with the Mt. Carmel Coal company by which it was furnished with
coal al a stipulated price, When ihis
loan of $,"i7,0n0 was made, a verbal
Contract was established between me
Santa Fe and Mr. Devlin, by which it
was to be paid back in coal. The
Santa Fe therefore argued that the.
sum should not he considered as m
loan hut rather pay for coal In advance.
Referee l.oomis denied the Santa Fe
the right of preference and Judge Pollock sustained him.
It will not cost you a cent to try
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets, and they are excellent for
stomach troubles and constipation.
Oct a free Sample at any drug store.

The Harmless Business Competitor.
No business man ever feared
competitor who did not advertise: It's
the one who advertises a little more
agaressively than yourself who induces your insomnia. Isn't this true?
telephone
If yon need a curix-ntc- r
Besselden.
SIIERTiOCK IIOLME8
tind the one man in this

Couldn't
town who
ing horse
quickly as
Sherlock's

WE CAN SUPPLY
You
with punched, ruled nnd
printed sheets for anv style, izo or
make of binder. All the work is done
under our own roof. too. That means
the money Is lypt In the clly.
i
&
ii. s. LFTHGOW
Bookbinders
Journal Biiihliiiir.

c.

wants that saddle or

driv-

of vours as surelv and as
a For Sale ad can do: and
fee would be larger.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
All kinds n( mill work a
specialty The right place
for good work at low price

A.

108 S.

PATCH
the old leaky roof. Get

First St.

WHOLESALE,

J. KORBER.

8

new one that will endure

&

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenue.

'0Sm

NEW MEXICO

C. A. HUDSON
Wall Taper

on your building snd you will nevar
csre how hsrd it tains or how hot lb- '
sun shines.
Anyone mo pul II down.
Free Sample on request.

'

J. LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone Mg

you figures

Jap-a-La-

ana
J J

c

New Wash Dresses for
Children; pretty new
Styles: I to E year size :;
60c. Vac. $1.00 and $l..r0
each.

news.

,

J

Th" interstate commerce commission and the official statistician of the
government has been unable to discuss railway accidents profitably, Mr.
1'hompson believes, because of their
taiiue to recognise this fact.
Analyzing 87 of the "prominent"
collisions reported in the quarterly
accident bulletins of the commission
during the year:
"It will be observed," Mr. Thompson savs. "that there were more than
twice as many collisions between passenger and freight trains as between
passenger trains only, and that
wen' grsatar.
also Be noted that the
"It "Will
ppnmi'ncnt' aollsions between freight
trains outnumber those of the ofher
happily
lasses combined, although
the loss .of life was not so great."
Ari.ii.
Iiliiir u number of instances
ele- whic h show the unaccountable
y
menta entering Into the risk ot
travel. Mr. Thompson concludes:
'The only conclusion to he drawn
from such variations Is that the conditions accounting for railway accidents lie for the most part outside the
realm of statistics, and that it is not
v.ife tn generalize as to the causes of
accidents from the distressing numbers of Ihe killed and Injured."
Figures comparing accidents In the
United States and Europe are given,
referring to the fact tha invidious
comparison is made of the Conditions
in this country and those abroad. The
usual (inclusion is that railway travel
IS safer abroad.
Mr. Thompson says:
figures
"In comparing Furopean
with American statistics of accidents.
It should be remembered that our
and
mileage is about one-haour ton mileage more than double that
of all Kurope, Ihe average speed of
tte railway
OUT trains greater and
right of way over there Is not used ail
a public highway."
Si
St
Si
FREIGHT WRECK ON GLOBE
ROAD: ENGINEER HURT
A night wreck on the Gila Vallev,
(Bobe ft Northern smashed Up a number of cars and damaged a great
des I of mining machinery belonging
to the (Ills Valley Copper Company,
The wreck occurred In the yards at
Hafford and is the first one of any
i
that this road has ex
perienced In a long time, says tic
Tucson Citizen.
The wreck was caused either by
the fiiilure of the flagman to flag
an incoming train or because an en
qdneer failed to observe the warning
signal. A freight was being made up
yards when another
in the Safford
,
,ime around a sharp curve and
crashed Into a string of cars on the
Engineer Oeorge Bent
main track.
tv was on '.he engine of the incoming
frelibt. He applied the brakes and
jumped, but was seriously Injured.
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THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store- -

NORTH SECOND

STREET

all
An Occasion of Much BpInterest to
ipeclally
ring Bilks,
These are all new
Women bOUght for this gresl event, tn the lot will
he f o und all the newest and latest designs and effects, including checks and stripes, in a fine line of color, for Hhrit
waist suits, waists and gowns; regularly sold at 85 cent

50c!

the yard. Sale I'rlce, per yard
Our
For some time past we have lictm making preparations for this Qreal Silk Sale
buyer hus succeeded III securing several thousand yards of bright new Spring Silks hi
all the latest designs And effects. This fortunate purchase was made at away below
market value and the handsome Roods w, I' he offered you al the same great reductions, This will really he (INK OF TH 10 OR BAT SI1.K I HM'f UtTI'MTI KS OF THE
y
Buyers whose purses are limitadas will as the inore fortunate win appreciate
it
event. We advise ihat you do not miss this and It Is Wise tu
this great money-savin- g
. ,500
come curly for choicest selections. 'I he price, per yard, Is only ....

u

,

yhe

New Spring Coats

Several new models of Spring Coats ami Jackets are now on
Hox
hlhltlon. Among Ihe most notable values is a litth
good covert clolh; Specially prh ed nt
Coat, satin-line$7.50 and $.IM

lf

freight Wreck oil Hock
Kastbnund passengers on the Bock
Island, who expected to leave El Paso
Monday evening, were delayed In the
city more than twelve hours as the

We sell all kinds of Milliners' trimmings
flowers
feathers, winys, rnsillnes,
in fact, everything used In
making up
hat.

THE DAVI.UillT STORE

A Special Sivle of New Spring Silks

in Lonn Coats we show coverts or novelty mixed goods, in the
most desirable models, al prices which will insure speedy
SI2.."0 to flió.OO
disposal. Prices range from

J5he

New Spring Skirts

Always complimented upon our very attractive Skirt models. This
season's Skirts are more desirable than ever; all the newest
checks, plaids and novelties are here; also several mddels of
BUlCg Skirts, In new materials.
Prices at present runge. from
0.50, $10.00,

$12.00

to $25.00

Hand Embroidered Linen

At either side of this
paragraph we have welcome news for the
ladies concerning these
great special offering of
spring fabrics. Every
piece freshly new and of

fashionable style

and

artistic effect. See our
m
Window Display.

.

J5he

Extraordinary SaJe of New BIck
Dress Goods. A Big Unlooked for

95c

.

Etons

11-In- ch

They permit of more elaboration than the box or pony styles and
hence are considered more dressy for calling, reception and afternoon
Many women combine their afternoon and street cosfume In
wear.
one of these very stylish eton suits.
We have them of Panama, voile, and chiffon broadcloth; In gray,
Alice blue, light blue, green, shadow plaids, checks und Stripe,
Some have long and short sleeves, they are Persian braid trimmed
and Ihe skirls are gored und circular. The prices aro $15.00, $20.00,
$25.00 ami IW.OBi

Jacket Suits of

Voile, Chirfon Panama,

nnd Kngllsh Serge;

old rose, Alios blue, green, gray, black, white, checks and stripes;
box and fitted eton Jacket styles; with short sleeves and fancy vest;
full Circular, clreulur gore and bell shape skirts at $25. (Ml to $50.00.
In

Several new While English Serge Suits, shurt Juckct nnd full

skirts; prices range fronr

Correct Linings

C.libert Sateens, luster and finish
Our exclusive brands,
equal to satin; hlack and all colors, per yard
25e
The new Spring Skirling Pres de Sole- - has the cry of silk, and
llie nearest appro, ich to silk that Is made; 38 Inches wide;
per yard
beautiful line of shades In a good quality of Samson Taffeta
for light weight and summer dress lining ot good wearing
quality, per yard
.5gr.

$25.00 to $05.00.

Silk Shirt Waist Suits, luce yoke and short sleeves; some have
the adjustable fronts so that the waists may bo worn us a Jacket;
all the new shades, ut $20.00, $25.00 and $32.50.

Sheer White Linens
In the Sheer White Linens for waists and dresses we have splenS5c, 60c, 75c and $1.00
did values ut. per yard
In the heavier weights we have them st, per yard
50v, or..-- 7Sc, one, $1.00, $1.25 and $2.00

T5he

Embroidered Rob es
For Spring Wear

Shirt WoJsts
on Irish
These are our own Importations,
$1.50. $2.50. $3.50 and $5.00
linen, at
Japan see hand --embroidered shirt waists on Japanese linen, very
$10.00
handsome, at
We also carry plain material of both the above to muke full
wide, at, per yard
si J",
dresses (if,

11,16, 11.11 and $1 no New Itlack Dress
( loods
for, per yard
This opening sale of Hlack Dress (loods will be of more
than ordinary Interest to prudent buyers, bong and careful preparation has hrouKht splendid success lo an ambitious
Undertaking. Our buyer han secured an Immense line or

the latest Spring fabrics in all the newest weaves, both
foreign and domestic, and to make this the most popular Hlark Press floods Sale wo
have ever eoudueled we will put these choice pew Roods on sale at really Mason's Sgfl
eleurance prices. This will be a fortúnale opportunity to secure a new Hlack Press ot
all Important saving. At no other time will we approach the almost endless variety of
fabric! shown In this sale, in the lot are shown Panamas, Serge.-)- Kroadeloth, French
Valle, Cheviot. Sicilian. Paris Crepe, Plain and Kaney Hrllllantlne, Batíate, Nun's Veilings, Wool Crepe, and French Serge.
A dress from Hits selection of lllaek will be beyond criticism and always In good taste -- in orpjBg, noon and night. Better call early.

(SECOND FLOOR)

New

Eve nt.

Best Liked Suits Will Be J5he
15he

New and Inexpensive
Shirt Waist Suits
New Shirt Waist Suits, made of a new style Flecked Satine, full
flaring skirt. Special at $3.$5.

J

Flrbt Class Work Guaranteed
PHcSt Reasonable

C.I. I...
COMPANY
BORRADAILE
Agents, 117 (oíd Avenue
Albuquerque. N. M.
B

b

COLLIDING PA88ENGER Tit .MX
I sr ALLY
HITS A FREIGHT
Freight traffic has a "predominal-in- c
infliM nee on the safe handling of
passenger trains," according tO 111"
bj Blasón
Issued
recently
report
Thompson of the bureau of railway

:

Another shipment of Embroidered Robes just received. Theae
come complete with embroidered Skirt, embroidered Walat
material and embroidered Edges snd Insertions to match.
A complete dress and only ono of a kind at
,$t.S0, $12.50, $15.00, $17.50 and $22.50
-

a
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Is Your

ESTANCIA VALLEY

Hair Sick?

NOW HAS WATER III
GREAT ABUNDANG E

Where

Once

s

Murder for a Spring.
FOR

PLAN

THAN

coming In very rapidly and the valley
and the vast Kstancla plains are being homesteaded as rapidly perhaps
as any Other lection Of the territory.
This condition is due solely to the
now fully demonstrated f.tet that water exists in Unlimited supply at comparatively shallow depths and that irrigation from wells Will shortly become practical.
"It is a curious thing to watch the
development of the Kstancla plains,"
SSUd h well known Albuquerque man
yesterday who has Just returned from
BlBtancia.
"It has not been so very-lonsince non killed each other in
lighting for possession of ,i spring over there, when they could have had
water In abundance by digging a few
feet below the surfnec. The killing
perioil Is nver now. however, for there
Is water for all who have the land on
which lo sink a well."
A g'i.id deal of discussion of the
probability of artesian Witter is going
on hi and around Kstancla. and it now
tema prohable that the moni
will
be raised by the community in i short
time with which to drill to n depth
sufficient to show whether or I it the
artcHlnn belt extends into that action
K
of the territory
ib
if
the water problem of the Kstancla
district Is very l- ar to solution, for
ithe flow at depths of thirty, sixty and
eighty feet, is so strong as to show
an iiuiimiteii supply.
How to get It to tlic sui
question to be settled
Indivtdu,1
pumping systems arc ex i naive an
if a central pumping plan
plant can be constructed i
who have examined tin dl
to think It the way to rei h rt
It has been suggested that
power plant at the Hagan oal mil
would serve power to an unllniit
number Of pumps In the K
triet as weii as to pnmpln
this side of the mountain,
oaítlon la far from being
.

.

England's Powerful Warship.
e
,,f the I n a d oiig
The
which Is to be the most powerful bn
tleship in the world, was recently la
at Portsmouth.
She will have tl
fighting strength of any three hattl
ships now afloat.
To successful
tight disease the most DOWeffUl III
reliable medicine Is Hosteller's Btol
ueh Hitters It lias been Used in tho
sands of homes during the paal hi
century, so that when you take It yi
are not experimenting with an unce
tain remedy
Its wonderful record
cures speaks for itself. Therefore
urge you to get a bottle today and
it prove for your own atlsfactlon il
it positively CUreS sick headache, pi
Appetite, sour risings, heartburn, d
pepsla. ilidlgi
co ativeneaa, onl
grippe, malaria, or fe'tnalc disordi
ron't accept any subsitltnte but ho
on having HOStetter'
itomach Bltti
keel-plat-

ot

Governor

157
114
98
145

If eltropolltan
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Pennsylvania
.St. Louis and San
second preferred

They Are Maligned.
"

Americans who take chances
deserve to get massacred

Francisco

THE' MATTRESS

7

'j
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Soap, water and a brush are all that is
needed to keep the outside of an Ostermoor
Mattress sweet and clean. The inside never
needs attention. Costs nothing for repairs.
An occasional "outing" M the sun keeps it fresh and
new, because it is built (not stuffed) of elastic, fibrous
Ostermoor sheets. It cannot sag, lump nor pack
'ike hair.
Make sure you get the genuine Ostermoor. Note
the label put there to protect you against worthless
We sel! at factory prices and invite
Imitations,
inspection.

e
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"You people here iii Albuquerqui
will have lo wake up and gel bUS) if
you expect to hold y ill I' icputallon as
the most enterprising city mi the Santa l''e coast lines." said a well known
coast Unes official who was in the city
"I have Jimt come from
yealerda)
San Bernardino, and
can toll yoti
thai that place - doing things at a
lively rate these days (Hie thiliK San
going to do that AlbuBernardino
querque ought io iu. is in the Mattel
i

1

of street improvement,
cut
s$y
meeting of the San Hern
council a bond issue of $8n,onii w
Submitted to the people.
mi li
It Will he voted WlthOUl doubt
this sum 110,000 Is set aside for I
grading of a single Street and for I
building or cross walks. Sun B
liarditiu Is also taking up the light f
underground wins and tin abolition
Of the UllNlglltly telephone and lele- graph pole, but tin- si n i t improve
mcnt Is the prlucipul thing The sum
w III
net aflidf from this bond lsin
give Bali
Bernardino splendid tree!
croHsingM all over the city.
"I hear you are to build a city hall
here, and buy the M'gter works and
do a lot of work on the xewers, ami
the city is certainly more enterprla-InHen, ithouH on the surface, hut
the itreets are the firm thing th
stranger ace in any city and IhSil
good or bad condition
likely to ore
ate the Aral impression."
1

--

By this store this week
We wish to call your spetial
attetnion to the new gray novelties we're showing. As you well know, gray is first among
the woolen fabrics for suits A great variety
we show in exclusive patterns one of a kind
in all kinds oí weaves. Specially pretty and
serviceable are the English Cassímeres, French
Panamas, German Bareges, and Mohairs
priced from 75c to $2.50 a yard.

The New Grays

Cream Serges and Mohairs
This season great will be the popularity of those fabrics for Kepar-- .
ate Skirts to wear with Shirt Waists. We've prepared splendidly ior-thistyle hy showing the best of values in

;

MUR.PHY

PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables

ni

All-Wo(2-tn- ch

All-WoAll-Wo-

CREAM SERQES
W'ashnble Serge for. per yard .
Washable SerKe for, per yard.
Washable Serge for, per yard
.

Do

1

--

Yoi Want

a Fine Figure?
Madam Gross

glt-ln- ch
40-in-

4f-in48-lu-

W.ishahli Mohairs for, per yard
Washabh Mohairs for, per yard.
Washabh Mohairs for, per yard .
Washabli M ha irs for, per ya rd
Washable Mohairs lor, per yard

Make You One

Dressed?

.

.

.

.

.

.$1.00

.t.u.-.$1.75

tfim

íóc'
$í.o
11.39
$1.50

Dress Goods for Separate Skirts
T.
i

I

w

.

CREAM MOHAIRS

311-81-

Hi IS

In this class of goods it is difficult to attempt
to describe the beauty and range of the
assortment we show

e.

NEW BLACK VOILES
All-Wo-

40-in-

All-Wo-

(inch
A

h

nch

1,

1

,$1.25

Mohairs
Mohairs
Mohairs
Mohairs

for. per
for, per
for. per
for, per

yard
yard
yard
yard

.Will-I-

75e
SI. 00
$1.25

BLACK MOHAIRS

X

1!

7!h!

$1.00

Great Variety of the Newest Colorings In Plain ami Fancy Weaves.

11

i

All-Wo-

Voiles for, per yard
Voiles for, per yard
Voiles for, per yard

NOV1XTY MOHAIRS

.

Madam Gross

UP

ft

Third

New. Spring Ij
Dress Goods

BEARING THIS LABEl

.

".

SSL

Complete Showing of

A

YOU CAN WASH

united states Bonds:
'Refunding 2s, registered
101
103 U
do coupon
Mexico City, Mex Mar. 7. The dc- - Registered 3s
103
purtmeut of foreign relations of the'
103
do coupon
Mexican government recently called
102
4., registered
103-t- i
the attention of Governor Rafael Yxa- do coupon
hel of the state of Sonora, to the fact New 4s. registered
130
Unit
30
certain American residents of
do coupon
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opening in the stock market today
was an effect carried over from yesterday s rebound and short covering1
by bears, who sold the market In Monday's break.
Closing stock list:
104
Amalgamated Copper
3K
Sugar
260 2
Anaconda
89 Ti
Atchison
102
do preferred
New Jersey Central
SltH
56
Chesapeake A Ohio
177 T8
St. Paul
)
Bit Four
33?
Colorado A Southern
io first preferred
71
50
lo second preferred
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11-

- inch flood Stack Mohairs, for, per yArd
(lood ltlack Mohairs, for, wr yard
- lRch Ciood Hlaek Mohairs, for, per yard
C.ood Black Mohairs, for. per yard
Qood Black Mohairs, for, per yard
Hood IJlack Mohairs, for, per yard

.50,'
,65c
7re

ch

1 2-

'.

$1.00
$1.25
$1.50

In this line we show an unusually large assortment in coloring:!
and weaves of all sorts. Kvery well known fabric required for thin
thus
mode Is here in one pattern and design of a kind- - No duplicatesinsurint? the purchaser a d;ess strictly exclusive as far as color and
$8.50 to $25.00
weave Is concerned. Priced from, per pattern
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Notice is hereby Kiven to Charles K.
(!rary. a resident of the city of Ixs
Ana-elin the state of California, that
tin- - territory of New Mexico, on the
16th day of March. 190. at ten o'clock
In the forenoon of said day. or as
soon thereafter a hearing call be had.
will present to the district court of
Bernalillo county at the court hou
of said county, a petition praying for
the appointment of commissioners to
assess the damages which he. the said
Charles K. Crsry, may sustain In consequence of the taking of lot one In
section 21 In township 10 north of
range 3 east of New Mexli o principal
meridian, containing IS. 55 acres and
so much of lot 2 in said section as lies
north of the extension io the eastward
from the city of Albuquerque of Railroad avenue and has not been hereto,
fore acquired by said Territory of New
.08 acres, for th
Mexico, containing
use of said territory for public buildings and grounds of the t'nlverslty of
New Mexico, the said Charles R. Crary
being the owner of said land.

Tl) Till; WISE. THEY SAV

e

W.

DA MB.
Clerk of the District Court of Berna-

lillo county.

January

20, 1906.
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IRRIGATION

According; to all reports of the numbers of Albuquerque. P'oplc who Ro
and come between this city and the
Estancia valley, that great section oí
New Mexico Is presently to become
one of the most prosperous farming
People are
communities In the west

SAYS

too bid ! We hid noticed it was
looking pretty thin and faded of late,
but naturslly did not like to speak of it.
By the way, Ayer's Hair Vigor is
regular hair grower, a perfect hair restorer. It keeps the scalp .clean and
heal,l,VS0'd f0f 60 VClrS LowfM..0.'

DUR OWN APACHES

SURE TO BE WORKED OUT

dret-m-

That's

YAQUIS

NO WORSE

Men

Thursday. Mnrch

West Gold Ave.
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E. L. WASHBURN CO
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122 So.
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Thursday. March
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Saw THE Residence Section? Say Did You Go Down, or Up?
Sit Up, You
Take Notice, Yovi Investors!
Home-Builder-

s!

Do you realize that Albuquerque is a city; a steadily, rapidly gro mag young city? Do you know the critical stage is long passed; that no
matter where or how this territory may develop, Albuquerque demands her toll; that she is IT?

You men who

dream of money!

Do you know we own the "Capitol Hill of Albuquerque"? That we possess the limited
supply of what, from this time forth, must be in much demand? That we, and we only, have The Heights The Slope The View? That, in
one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to Residence purposes exclusively No Factories, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding Hjuses, etc.? That we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement
walks and line the streets with trees?

Again, You Conservative Speculators!
the Entire Addition?
this street, a building
constructed, shall cast
come, his home amid

Do you know that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the Cream of
That, beginning at one park and ending at anothtr, it also will be parked on both sides throughout its length? That, on
line is drawn beyond which no dwelling may project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, whén
less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to
beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings?

Just Sixty Sites on this Avenue! We now offer Building:
Sites, 100x132 feet, $1000 to $1200. Think you ambitious
necessary,
man;
will
buy!

Wait, and someone
borrow, if
be
but
glad to treble your price! We hold not all the best, but the best of all!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
M. P.

EXPECTS
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Garbage Man Says System

Friends
"You people don 'I blow your horn
enough," said Francis P. Waring, the
wall known news Rgent of LM Venas
tu Un- Morning Journal yesterday. Mr.
Waring, who is one of the most successful news dealers In the territory,
was In the city yesterday on a short
business trip.
"The Morning Journal has the
telegraph service In the south-- :
wist." said Mr. Waring with flattering enthusiasm.
"It has by far the
biggest Associated Press report and
covers the territorial Held by wire ad- mlrably. You ought to talk mure about
yourself, when you get out such a pa-- i
Xew Mexico. Remind the pea
per
pie of it, once In awhile."
Olio Rice, the enterprising proprietor of the big Globe store on Railroad
avenue, yesterday sold one hundred
and one dozen pairs of ladies' and
children's hosiery.
"Never, saw such a stocking busl-- 1
ness In my life," said Mr. Rice some- what gleefully to a Morning Journal
reporter yesterday. "They're going
like superheated griddle cakes and
I've sold enough stockings today to
almost supply the feminine and JuvI
enile population of Albuquerque.
attribute the howling success of the
sale to the advertisement in the Morn- Ing Journal." And Mr. Rice rushed to
the other end of the counter to sup-- !
ply the demand for stockings, as the

Will

Soon Be Running.

FINDS PEOPLE JEADY TO
IN THE WORK

111

Garbage Contractor a. J, Mttettell
expert to have Ills garbage inclner.it-Inplant completed and ready for
business bv tbe lirst of April. If note
before.
The building I about com-delhe says, and there In no doubt
itiiil It will be ready for the fire by
He
tie first of the tocorning It month.
start before that
hopes, however,
date
"I find," Mid the garbage contractor yesterday "that generally speaking the people of Albuquerque are
In tbe
willing and ready to
work of cleaning up the city. In some
oases where misapprehension has existed as to the true Intent of the law.
or false impressions created by reckless newspaper publications, there has
been some opposition to the law. Hut
In no single Instance where I have
to explain the
had an opportunity
true meaning and Intent of the law,
have I found any opposition to it M
mnlnlng. When the people understand
that this law Is not an act of oppresfurther
sion, but merely a means-t- o
Ho- health of the community ami to
protect each Individual cltlr.en, there
can be no objection to It. In most
eases I have found the people ready to
begin the garbage collection system
In
Ht once without any explanation.
I
the business district particularly
have had the most hearty
from merchants of all classes,
all of them being more than willing
to have a means provided for getting
rid of rubbuge and garbage which relieves Ihem of the annoyance.
"Thus far there have been but 800
cans sold In Albuquerque. This does
not mean that Is the total of the cans
ready for use for a great many people
already had them and 1 do not believe
there will be any objection to providing the cana when the sysrem begins
working.
We expect now that It will
be In full awing by the first of the
coming month.
g

-

,

shoppers poured in again after a temporary lull which gave the olerka time
io catch their breath.
Mr. Rice is meditating another special sale next Wednesday. Me hasn't
told what the specialty will be, bill
seems confident thai the sale win be
as big a success as the hosiery
event. Kor he's advertising in the
Morning Journal,
BOSTON'S

OAR

BARBER REGULATIONS

('listonéis.

A

re

special despatch from

Boston,

May t, 1901). to the N. Y. Sun give
new regula ions of the Huston Hoard
of Health as to bather shops: "Mugs,

shaving brushes and razors shall be
use
sterilized after each separate
thereof. A sepárale, clean towel shall
he used for each person. Material to
slop the flow of blood shall be used
only in powdered form, and applied
on a towel. Powder puffs are prohibited. Wherever Newbro's "Herpl-clde- "
Is used for face or scalp after
shaving or hair cutting, there, is no
danger of infection, as il is antiseptic
and kills the dandruff germ. Sold bv
In
10c.
Send
leading drugglsis.
stamps for sample to The HerplcUle
H. II. Hrlggs A
CO., Detroit, Mich.
Co.. special agents.
Albuquerque, N. M.. 3, 7. '06.
Notice is hereby given that tbe
partnership existing between Ira A.
I.andis and Howard Stacy, under the
firm name of Stacy & Co., is hereby
dissolved by mutual consent, Ros-weSpeelman purchasing the Interest of Mr. Ira A. litadla, the new Arm
assuming all Indebtedness and collecting all accounts.
ll

HOWARD STACY.
IRA A. DANDIS.
3L'G

S.

Second street.

1

Htf on Ihat portion of his anatomy.
.míe days before he can re
will In
he piaster east and court plas
ter.

Chamberlain's CoUgll
Remedy in the House.
"We would not lie without ehani- berlaln'i Cough Reno dy. It Is kepi
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Always Keeps

'

place lying sixty miles southeast of
Philadelphia. The keen competition
between the Philadelphia and Reading
and the Pennsylvania hus given rise
to contests In speed which begun during the year 899. Bo far, the victor
Is the
Philadelphia
and Reading,
whose trains do the trip of 66.1 miles
al an average speed of 67.96 miles an
hour. The Pennsylvania's best truln
travels lis 58 miles ut an average speed
of (1.92 miles an hour. These speeds
are all the more remarkable In that
at their two ends tbe lines run for an
average distance of a mile on the public roads, where their nominal speed
Is reduced to fifteen miles an hour,
and in that both lines meet outside
Camden on a gradient with a system
of signals baaed on the principle, first
come, first served.
"The world's fastest train for it distance exceeding 300 miles Is the New
York Central and Hudson River's Umpire State Hxpress, New York to Buffalo, 439. 62 miles, In eight hours anil
Altean minutes, the average
speed,
61.1 miles un hour.
A train in Kng-lan- d
runs from London, King's Cross,
to Kdlnburgh. 393 miles, at average
speed of f.0.7 miles.
From Rondón,
Kuston, to Olasgow, 401
miles, the
time of eight hours, gives an average
speed of 19.1 miles. The Sud Express,
from Paris to Huyonne. 466.16 miles,
covers the distance In nine hours and
forty-thre- e
minutes; average speed,
fifty miles. The Paris and Lyons company announces for next winter tf
train to run 675 miles between Puns
and Nice In thirteen hoars and thirty
minutes. The Cote d'A.ur Raplde,
from Paris to Nice, In thirteen hours
and fifty minutes, has' been running
since the winter of 1904-The Great
Northern compnny of England
has
four trains that run at n speed of over
fifty-eigmiles an hour."
1
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ion hand continually in our home."
jsays W. Wi Kearney, dltor of tic
Independent. Low ry !lty, Mo. Thai
HE WOULD
Is just what
vet y family should do.
W
01!
hen Kepi on band ready for Instan!
use. a old
IV be cheeked at tic
mUCh less time
outset and cured
han after It has
ICOme settled III
the systf in. Ihls remedy Is also wit It Little by little within a more or less
SANTA FE ROADMASTER
SLID
out a Dei 'i' for croup In children, and distant per lod, trains will inevitably be
will pre' ent the attack when given
run faster on nearly all railways of
SOME DISTANCE ON HIS FACE
is he child beeomcs hoarse,
Is the
This
conclusion
ii after
the croupy cough ap the world.
pears, which can only be done when
ached by Arnold Kramer in the Bul-- I
he remedy Is kept at hand.
Kor
Railway
Internatloni
tin or th
Roadmaater John Trainer of the sale
by all druggists.
ingress as the reuslt of a study of
Sania Ke's Rio Orando division, or
xlstlng practices In various muñirles.
thai portion of the division between
Our easy payment plan places a pisays In part:
Albuquerque and San Marcial, is ano within your roach. May we not Re"Al
the moment, the Northern RailI
you
toll
II
about
J
&
Lean
Un
inn
His
weal ing his face In bandages.
way of France has the fastest truln In
the
Music
dmann,
Square
Dealers.
gasoline motor car Is In the shops for
Europe, It runs between Paris and
'uhils, hauled by the famous de Olehn
both llghl anh heavy repairs, and that
SAY! MB. RETAIL MERCHANT!
portion of the roadmaster's eye which
Have you ever considered how four cylinder compound locomotive
which Is now In use on most of the
he is In a position to use, wears a sad much time, ptiergy and worry can French
lines, and has recently been
and mournful expression. It happen-- j be saved In the use of a Statement
Into Kngland on the
ed two days ago just south of Belen. l.oilger System'.'
Mnype you have not introduced alsoRailway.
Western
The distance
The gasoline ear as humming sweel-- I given the mailer any thought.
('all GfMt
ly 0Vr the rails at the rate of about us ui and lei us show you where the between Paris and Calais Is 1 84.fi
Is
by the fastest
covered
one mile for ever bree minutes. The other fellow Is adding to his mollis in miles, and
trains In three hours and one minute.
roadrnusler had tmslness up the line ine use or tills system.
means
This
between
s.
Purls
and
II.
LITHOOW
CO..
and he was letting the ear out a bit.
Journal Building. Amiens, where a stop of four minutes
It was near Helen that something Itnokhiiidcrs.
Colo,
phone
13.
R!H.
Is
Automatic
coaling
und
watering
allowed
for
may
Il
have
happened to the track.
the engine, an average speed of 59.70
been to the cur. but It Is certain thai
For prompt ana courteous treat moot miles an hour.
things happened l the roadmuster.
very
choicest of moats
tl will
"The fastest trains In the world at
The nir took a long My through the and tl.c
air. while the earth Hew up and hit make no mista kfl by calling on Einll presold are the famous Atlantic City
He landed on his Klciuwort. 112 North Third street, or flyers running between Camden and
the roadmaater,
Atlantic City, a fashionable watering- face ami did a glorious stunt In slld- - icloidionliig your oilier In.
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Hoar. i of Health Order Rterilltatlon
of All Trial Barbers
on

-

fln-e-

Stamm, Secretary and Selling Agent
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GOLD COIN FLOUR
This Flour has been on the market in Albuquerque
for twenty years

t.

Afflicted With Hliciimailsiii.
"I was and am yet afflicted with
rheumatism." says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addlngton, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Cham-

berlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
If troubled with
bést of liniments."
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief which
One application relieves
it affords.
the pain. For aale by all druggists.
Before nti boy a piano, sec
Untb'iuuiin about It.

GOLD COIN FLOUR

6.
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CARPENTER ENDS

SCHOOLS CLOSE III

Thursday.

SIXTEEN DISTRICTS

REVOLVER BULLET

Herman

;iK- -d
twi'nty- Herman C. Nc.
eight y.irs. u carpenter by trade and
an Invalid for the last peveral months.
l ommittcd
suicide last night Hi ill-home at 120; EMI street by shootln
himself m the head with a revolver.
The deed win committed about 9
o cloi k. while Keeker
wife nan gone
llie house for a few moments to
a
neighbor.
visit
Xecker came here with his wife and
boy a little over a Veal'
ear-Old
ago from Colorado. I'revlous In the
roming here he lived two years In
Colorado, whither he came from ih
northern pan of lowa in senreh of
heaith. Necker is of a srell known
German family ami all his relatives
in the Fatherland.
For three or four rears Keeker had
been in bad health. It has been two
years since he worked at his tra.V
For the last four months he has been
eon fined to his bed at his utile home
In this city, while his wife support-- d
the farnllv by taking in washing ami
doing housework. Necker was much
discouraged about himself and for the
last year had ' been talking at times
k'-r- .

of suicide.

scen ted Revolver in Bed.
According to the story of his wlf"
he secured the revolver w ith which he
h0l him t from a trunk in the loom
where Mrs. Necker kept It nut of his
te ,, b. while she was down tow n shopping, and hid it under his pillow, ho
thai evidently he was face to face
with death for many hours before he
finally reai bed the point of doing the

er

weapon.
Mr Necker heard the report and
hastened ta. k to the house to nnd her

The end of this wiek will see the
of school in sixteen out of
,w,.tv.six dWrlcta In Bernalillo coun-thrM "' füur n,,,th" ivrm
"
average term
lla
in all these schools having been about
three and a half months. The
Irlcts are as follows: La Madera. S.ni
Antonito. Canyoticito, San Antonio, Ti- Car-féJra. El Cedro, Chilili.
mel,
Se.lilln,
anil
Yrisarri In tile
mountains; and Los Candelarias. P jarlto, . trisco. Ranchos de Atrlsro
da Albuquerque.
Tni
""i Hunt boa
rest of the county districts except Ba- relaa and old Albuquerque will eloss
in abO'Jl thrSS weeks.
All of the
trirt schools mentioned would he able
U hold a month's more tesslon but for
about three thousand
""
"ve hundred dollars w hich would be
available for school purposes is In the
keeping f Prink A. Hubbe.ll, as
"'ken that he still persists that It,
has a right In the office of treasure!
"' Bernalillo courtly. A month's more
sennoi in luenn uisin. t s, noois nuni.i
onsiderably more valuable
knowledge for the native pulpils and
a I'onsequeni considerable
step for
ward In the van of progresa, but as it
is. there In nothing doing ami theie I"
no use i ving over spill milk. In the
view Of M r. Slrouo.
The county superintendent returned recently front a trip to Ran Ignacio.
the little town In the ft Id Puerco valley, about twenty-liv- e
miles from this
city, where a nourishing district
m hool. according to the superintendent, is doing very good work this year,
Ran Ignacio Is a village of about two
hundred people,
Tile case of embezzlement again'
Mr Hubbell whh ii resulted in a hung
Jury on the occasion of the first trial,
will nine up again .it the next term
'of the district court in criminal pi"
e. dines. Though the supreme court
h 11 dea id' i eg nal Mr. Hubbell
hi
the county removal case ami the game
is up. he still retains the county cash.
"The work III these districts for the
year lias been unite satisfactory in
view of the preval ring conditions whet:
we began the years work,
said Mi
at.nnn vaalerdnv.
The motiev u hi, h
.,.
nimble to gei at present may
come In unite handy next fear,
am
qutr hopeful over the outlook and
as an extremely favorabl
take
sign that such
cordial Splrll Of CO
has
opet.it
awakened among
the natives of th
unlv In regard to
r.
lit,- - education of I heir children.
e go out of their way to help
Ihn along and believe In all the
districts just closed there is genuine
rngrei among parents and pupils th il
be closing has become necessary."
cloning

,ftr

PAYABLE

2,

ever shown in the city.

And, what is more, the styles are absolutely correct.
Ladies who examine these goods will at once notice the absence of shelf-wor- n
and
old style fabrics; no left overs or last spring's goods to offer as the latest thing just
from the market. The year of 1906 will be a "White Year" more than any in the
past. White from top to toe will be the proper thing, and our stock contains some
of the prettiest white fabrics "you ever saw," and right now is the time for selection

For the Week Ending March 10, we wish to call especial attention to
the following numbers:
White Mohtlr BultlngS Figured. .16 Inchen
wide; suitable for afternoon and evening
wear; worth (6c per yard. Our regular
price, per yard
40e

Silk Warped

Plain While Mohair 86 Inches wide, suitable
for evening wear, splendid value; our reg-

Sicilian suitings- - in different patterns, 44
inches wide; very desirable and considered
Ihe latest effects for street and ufternoon

ular prim, pur yard

Né

Bolienne Plain, light gray, II Inchea
wide; beautiful finish and luster; In plain
Bnglish an elegant fabric suitable for tiny
occasion; worth 16c a yard; our regular price, pgr yard

Il.'.e

Same as above, only crcatn in
color, per yard
Mfl

Silk Rollen n6

Plain White Serge
soft finish and brilliant
price, per yard
All-wo-

In different colors,
LaittdoWtl
Inches wide; a beautiful fabric for
warm wen titer wear, worth J1.ÍÍ0 a yard.
Our regular price, per yard
$1.25
3S

wear: our regular price, per yard

$1.2."

The greater part

42 luchen wide;
in effect. Our
St.OH

French Bolienne silk, delicate anadea, 37
inches wide: these goods nre for the finest
Venina; wear and are worth 1.I0 a yard,
our regular price, per yard
$1.15
l,
Black Check Suitings
inches wide; nothing nicer for street
wear; our regular price, per yard
7.V

White and
42

Silk and
Wool Crepe Suitings 42
Inches
wide; beautiful Roods and very cheap at
our price of, per yard
.$1.23

the goods bought for Spring and Summer have arrived and we
are showing Silks of all kinds, Lawns and Dimities, India Linons, Batistes and
Suitings, Percales and Ginghams, and

I

of

BEAUTIFUL WHITE GOODS
in all the latest patterns at prlcoa Hint are Just a little below those asked by other dealers for the same
quality of goods. Our first showing of Silks, made last week, resulted In so many sales that we know
the ladies of Albuquerque appreciate gnod goods, and we are now prepared to show elegant materials in
less expensive fabrics. Which will meet with the same warm reception that the silks did. A cordial invitation is extended to every lady to call and inspect these new arrivals.

Every "Knock" is a "Boost"

"Uncle Johney"

EllHO

For the Gentlemen of Albuquerque, this week, we wish to make a
few suggestions concerning

Still

SflfflpIO

Club Roomi
A mildly exciting
base across lots
occurred late last night when Officer
Obotoe
Liquors
frvcd. A GckmI Place
George High bargain espied a man
weary hours,
v,,"' BHnv
carrying awav what looked lo be th- major motion of the slock of a hir Al1 '"'' popular (lames. Keno every
oionoay, inursqiiy unu .lauiruay
ness store.
The man was headed
Nights.
.across the vacant lot Just cast of the
city hall when the officer saw him.
JOSEPH HARNETT.
The policeman called a halt and the 121) W. ItnllriMid Ave.
Proprietor
bearer of the harness dropped his burden and fled without further ado. An
Investlg itlon showed the harness tobe
Albuquerque
two cúmplete sets, which are thought
to have been stolen from the Albuquerque Carriage Co.'s store, which Is Foundry and Machine Works
Just across the street on North First.
It. r. BALL. I'roprU-tu-

FINE SHOES.
We ate receiving Spring and Summer weights and styles now. and are certainly showing an elegant line
While the stock comprises every grade from the $1.00 shoe to those worth $7.00 per pair,
of Footwear.
at tills lime we wish to call attention to a few numbers of really superior shoes shoes good enough
n
for any man to wear and be proud of. In Men's Shoes we carry the
and Justly popular
well-know-

DIAMOND BRAND AND CASE SHOES

r

CRI

li:
in

I

.

IINHT

it--

French su

ami are

in.
rry.KM.Axn I'on and Itrass 'listings. Ore, Coal,
gad Lumber t'ars, Pulleys, Orat
.i

1

Hats. Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Bulld-Ing- s,
Repairs on Mining ant
Milllu- - Machinery in Cur Specialty

Strong Drink BlBKHl for Ileiollliiu
Crime-- , of l.eie.

Oeneva, Mar. 7. Absinthe drinklnj
is the curw of Ftem h Rwltserland
ami i rimes
bv absinthe ditinkardsl
have ta
darmlngly frequeni l
late that the larks) press ,i - atari)
a crusade against the sale of the Honor.
In the cantons of Van, ami Qenevi

roi'MUtv
l"at side Ballrnad Track

Xo.

i

signatures

ha.-

airead)

I

I

as the greater pari l
export,.,! to France and Hrlglum.
The . ,i,ion of Nsuchatel
depend'
M0n Its revenues on the mike .ml
sale of absinthe, and from this quarter
there is mm h opposition to the cm- Sede. N'ot only Ihe men. but the women, snd to a less extent girls m
bov have developed the h.rblt of
drinking which thie.itens
to
sap the manhood of the Swiss In 'he
French cantons. There Is every like- llhood that In a short time the mu-- '
ter III come up for ihe consideration
of the French authorities.
this country

Mt.in

ONE

Xo.

ONLY-

perry

-

i-

Jerry From
Kerry

Itoorlug Musical item Comoily mid
IttnsetkM lutroduotag
Mam New Features anil a
Siis rlor I niforiocil ( on-- i'

VaudevUle

I

II n n ,i

i l

Orclu-dr-

a ii il

a.

20

PEOPLE

:

II. Antlmnv Better.
Hochesler. N. Y . Mar. 7. - Susan B
Anthony, who has been III with pneumonia, wo asid by her physicians lo
lie coiisidershly Improved this morn- -

Husan

Ing
She spent s restful nigh! The
doctors say she has a fair chance of

reentry.

IT IN A PliKAHt'llK
To keep books when they sre ruled
lo suit your business and well bound
so ss lo lay perfectly flat on your
áték when onen. Ie"t us build vou a
Mdcci
Journal or (asti Book lo
We are Quite sure we cau
please vou.
H. H. LfTH(MW ft CO..
.journal mi id lug

ALL SI'IICI
W VM'II
j

Prices:
sent- -

Heavy

Xo.
:,n

Vlcl kid lace shoe, mat top, pntay
last, cupped toe, military heel, extension
sole;
mude for wear and comfort, per
44

pair

1111

No. C02Mi

$o.io

Satin calf six butt in shoe,
lust, heavy extension sole, military
heel, capped toe; the best value ever put
Into a shoe, per pair
$0.00
cnl-Ic-

Xo.

603
Kangaroo kid lace shoe, heavy
cushion sole, straight last: made for com$0.iMI
fort und durability, per pair

Xo.

colt lace shoe; plain toe,
light extension sole, mat top, military
heel, straight last; a shoe with all the
nap and style that can be put Into one
article, p"r pair
$0.00

Xo.

(02 Patent colt six button shoe: plain
toe, mat top, military heel, potay last;

nothing better and suitable for full dress
wear, per pair
$7.00

PARADE

i i

KfOOM

As you have probably learned by this time

50c, 75c and $1.00

The Big Globe Sign

on sale til MiiImiii
Hook Htorc
Tuesday, larcb .

FOR SALE
Itlaek

i

l. I'XI'KH

nut sim
i

o

In men's, women's and children's shoes.
We hove
Our stock comprises all that Is good and
from, and the prices range from 25 renls to $7.00 Mg pair: you can
over 200 different styles to sel-- ct
find Just what Is wanted for any kind of wear on our shelves -- try once and be convinced that THK
t!l. tilth: SHOF.S are Ihe very best that money can buy iniailty for uuallty.

j

20

undressed buckskin oxfortl,
Blucher, extensión soles, rapped toe,
ttalchl last; made for comfort and service; our regular price, per pair
si
1.100

7
Surpass kid six buton shoe; Pntay
last, cupped toe, military heel; the material in this shoe is the very best and the
style that will please the most particular,
per pair
$5.50

Xo. 04

foot-for-

Patent colt Hlncher oxford, swing
last, military heel; a shoe that will be appreciated by well dressed m Ml, of superior
$5.110
quality throughout, per pair
Xo 1.11 2 - Surpass kid Hlueher oxford, swing
last, r- pped toe. military heel, extension
sole, the very latest In oxfords, per
pair
$5.00
Ñu. I$$
lun metal calf ahoe, swing last,
capped toe, military heel, Hlncher lace,
suitable for general wear, price per pair. $3.75
No S42
Vclour calf lace shoe, foot form
las!, capped toe, military heel, extension
sole, a handsome street shoe, per pair. . $l..'0
Xo, t!4:i
Vlcl kid lace shoe, something entirely new; light extension sole, straight
last, capped toe, milltnry heel; If you see
$5.IKI
this shoe the sale Is made, per pair
Xo.

-

FRIDAY, MARCH 9
pviton

!un metal calf oxfords, four butlast, miliextension sole,
tary heel, capped toe; a suuppy shoe with
style and cmnfort combined, per pair. . XI
.

Ajhwoggfawg

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

eeii Obtained In J petition uigmg the
mi
to Mipprest the absinthe
f"V"i
distilleries In ihe anion of Neucale'
and make the sale of the yellow monster an unlawful get. during the nasi
few months a sel les of d a bol ;. a mil' - '
deis and attempts at murder maiming
of cattle deliberate in, emli
in
French Hwltsertnhd hve tieen Ir
H
lo persons who are confirmed absinthe
drinkers ami who committed th,
'tires while unlet Ihe Influence of
the liquor.
Most of the absinthe sold In small
Cflfsg at a penny a large m Ineglassfull
Is made from i hemic Is ami law a,
and this Is the stuff drunk bv Ihe
MOT, for the reason Ihst It Is rhegptl
than wine and beer. Good absinthe
of ihe same price as good whiskey.
t ill very'llttls
of this kind is found in
I,

to supply any kind that can be asked for, so long as good style anil high (piaHty are
wanted. Below we give a few numbers and prices:

1:10.1

ton,

1

over

prepared

I

Mío,, i, a

I

'I

On West Railroad Avenue is the sign of Rel 'ability and marks the
entraño o the store where the best of everything in slock is

mo,, ill Ii

mlO

Gold av.

WANTED

Boarders by day. week
WANTKO
or month. Good home cooking. Green
hotel.

r.2:l S.

First street.

ml 4

WAjVTED Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Address room
mi
lfi. Columbus hotel.
Laborers, native and
w A VTRfl
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic

Abraham's Employment OfS.
First St. Automatic
tf
'phone 290.
Boys' suits to make.
WAXTED
mi
1414 S. Edith.
Girl for general houseWANTED
tf
work. 50S S. Fourth street.
WAXTED
Clean cotton rags at
Morning Journal office.
WAXTED
Position by experienced
practical nurse, 416 West Tijeras. m 9
WANTED
If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
tf
Sewing by experienced
WAXTED
109 North Walter. Old
dressmaker.
tf
phone ISO.
To exchange a goo.l
WANTED
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadwiay.
Laborers, native and
WAXTED
white, and nil trades supplied wltn
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 315 S. First st.
Automatic
'phone 290
tf
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTEI
Blacksmith to buy shop
and tools, good' business, no opposition. $1.200: half down. Will rent. T,
A. Rolls, Wa irons. X. M.
mlO
WAXTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, ,115 S. First st.
Automatic
'phone 290.
tf
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
servants.
fice,

31

f,

i

I

.( 1ST,

ST R AY ED

(

)

R STOLEN-

Bay

horse, rising three branded on hip.
White dim over left eye. Return to
5 1 8 W. Copper.
mlO
BAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKRS DK- llvered to any wart of the city, wedding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Ejkerv,J)7outh FlrBt street,

PROFESSIONAL,.
ATTORNEYS.
R W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office In First National bank bulld- -

house In mg. Aj mjüj p r u e j. ft.
FOR SALE
Highlands: close In; plenty of shade;
PHYSICIANS.
Address A. B. OR. T t. HtlStT
party leaving town.
u
Morn nut Journal.
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Loom
i'mK sale A few choice nettings
Tuberculosis treated with High
of Buff Orpington and White Minorca
Electrical
Current and Germieggs. $1.00 per setting. II. N. Pack- - cide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
211.
Colo,
phone
av.
4
p.
m.
t:i7
Marble
cri.
Trained nurse in attendance.
FOR SALE Furniture, sewing ma- Both 'phones.
chines, cheap. Room 4, Grant build Dlt". J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
ing.
J" 1
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOIÍ SALE Sep McSpadden. the
anyyou
buy
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Exchange Man. before
Homeopathic.
thing. He has over $1,000.000 worth
Physician and Surgeon.
land, merchandise, etc.,
of houses,
tf
Koom 17 Whiting Block.
for sale. 300 South Broad vvay.
FOR BALE small stock of mer- DR. W. G. SHADRAHH
L.
bargain.
T.
a
Practice Limited
chandise at
F!ve TTInr Mnaa TV, mo
300 S. Broadway.
Aur'ist for' Santa Fe coast
Oculist
and
second-hand
and
New
SALE
FOR
unes, uinee
w. Kallroad av.
bny-lat Albuquerque Carriage Co.
9 to 12
Hours
sjsi., 1.30 to 5 p. m.
FOR SALE A good paying hotel
DIM ISIS.
In small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
,
South Broadway.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Surgeon.
single
Dental
sets
SALE.
of
Several
FOR
15 and 16 Grant Block, over
land double harness. A bargain if sold- Rooms
Golden
Rule Drv Goods company.
at once.
Aiurnnv s ruiierson. ói:- the
313 West Silver avenue.
tf Automatic Phone 272; Colorado. 1&4.
is.
j.
alger;
d. b. 8.
FOR SALIS All lots in Coronado
Offices: Arlmljo block, onpoalte GolT L. McSpadden. 300 South
place.
den Rule, office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
"eoadway.
12:30 p. in.; 1:20 to 6 p. m. AutoFOR SALE. Buy a home on easy matic
telephone 462.
Appointments
payments, I have two snaps. T. L. made by
mall.
McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway.
tf
DR. L. E. ERVIN
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches
Dentist.
from $900 to $2.r.,000. T. L. McSpadAuto Phone 691.
den, 300 S. Broadway.
tf Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
Learmird amllndejtpTjin
FOB SALE OR TRADE Two room
ing houses. T. L. McSpadden. 300 S.
ACCOUNTANT.
Broadway.
L
J
FOB SALE OR TRADE. Are you EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Books
audited,
statements
prepared.
some
I
said
in
have
mines.
interested
systems installed. Twenty
to be good deals. Talk with me. T. Improved
U years' experience.
Satisfaction guarL. McSpadden. 00 g. Broadway.
anteed. George H. Browne, 110 South
FOR SALE I have some good val Second st.. Albuquerque,
X. M.
ues In residence property. See me beCIVIL ENGINEERS.
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
tf J. R. FÁRWELL
South Broadway.
Civil Engineer.
Villi SiALR OI! TltADF A good Rootn 23. X.
T. Armlto Imtp4tnff
T. L.
SchumaUer ulano: a bargain.
Mi Si Hidden, lito S. Broadway.
ARCHITECTS.
$4.000 TO LOAN on good real estate, F. W. SPENCBR
V. O. WALL1NGFORD
at 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218.
Architects.
Rooms 46 and tl. Barnett Building.
FOR RENT.
Both
'Phones.
FOR RENT One office furnished
I
DI '.RTAK KRS.
hand one furnished room, for gentle
men. Inquire Crown Studio, 215 V W. A. BORDE RS- tr
Clty Undertaker.
Railroad avenue.
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Com713
room.
Large
front
RENT
FOR
Club
Building. Auto telephone,
W. Conner avenue.
mil mercial
310; Colorado,
brick house, New Mexico. red 115. Albuquerque,
FOR REXT
with hath. Furnishings for sale at a
m9
bargain. 4i: So. Edith
FOR RENT New house, modern;
also tent house. 509 South Walter.
Real
and Loans,
Ft ) R REXT - Small store room; will
make line office. Light, heat and elecFire
Insurance,
tric fans In hot weather. Porterfield
mlO
& Co., 110 West Gold ave.
Bonds.
FOR REXT One furnished front
212H South Second Street.
room, south and east exposure, modAutomatic 'Phone 328.
ern; board In vicinity; no Invalids.
FOR SALE.
tf $2,600
423 South Fifth st.
brick cottage, bath,
electric
lights,
with
barn, corner lot, 60a
FOR RENT BrlcW house
N. Second atrect.
142;
Maynard
st.
bath at 207 N. Fifth
frame cottage, N. 1st
tf $1,160--4-roGunsul.
St.: lot 19x141, trees, sidewalk;
FOR REXT New and neatly fur$500 cash, balance on time.
nished room with private family. All
frame dwellconveniences. 412 South Flft h st. t f $2.600
ing, bath, trees, windmill; 8. Edith
Foil RENT Furnished room, mod-tf $1,300
new,
frame,
barn,
ern. 724 S. Second st.
shade irecs, city water, high locahouses;
Two
FOR RENT
tion.
Auto, phone 613 or call $2,000
furnished.
frame cottage, bath,
tf
at 1101 S. Fourth st.
etc.; S. Arno street.
FOR RENT To persons wishing $1.100
frame cottage, bath,
The eleprivate rooms with board.
leetrlc lights,
In.
gant residence of Nathan Barth, 422 $6,6004 double close
houses, close In, InNorth Sixth street, has been neatly
come $80 per month; a good Invests
furnished and started as a
Half cash, balance on time at
nrlvata hoarding and rooming house. ment.
8 per cent.
Large airy rooms, reception hall and
good
Some
business properties for
parlors, double porches, large grounds. ;
ale.
Terms reasonable.
tf
Phone 38.
New
frame cottage,
FOR REXT Furnished rooms, all $1,600
well built, near shops; easy pay416
modern conveniences.
North
ments.
Second street.
tf
brick, suitaFOR REXT Furnished rooms by $3, $00
ble
for rooming or boarding housti
the dav. week or month, also rooms
on
light
housekeeping.
Highlands.
Mrs.
Eva
for
Flaming. 113 West Lead ave.
tf $2,600
frame, bath, electrtu
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142,
FOR RENT Apart menta In Park
Fourth ward.
View Terrace, eight rooms eaen. mod$1,600
ern equipment throughout. H. H.
frame cottage, elegant
19.
room
Grant block.
residence. West TIJerus ave.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
$1,200
(Homestead Entry No. 62S2.)
frame cottage; new;
Vol Ice for Publication.
Eighth
at.; easy terms.
North
Department of the Interior, Land Of- $8,000
mortrrn
fice at Santa Fe. New Mexico, Febbrick dwelling; bath; gas: electric
ruary 17, 1906.
lights;
barn.
Notice is hereby given that the folbrick cottage; modern
lowing named aettler has field notice $3.300
well built: large cellar; gnod barn;
of his Intention to make final proof
trees and lawn; fine location. Weet
In support of his claim, and that said
Tijeras road.
proof will be made before the United
l,
$2.700
Stales court commissioner at San
frame dwelling with
New Mexico, on April 5. 1906.
modern conveniences; well built. 8,
"Is: tliimio I.e. , of Valencia countv.
Arno
at
New Mexico, for the S. fe. V. Sec. 10. $2,300
frame cottnga; modw. He names Ihe foT, X N.. It.
ern convenlencea, trees and ah rubllowing witnesses to prove his conbery, corner lot, 60x142.
tinuous i"' Idóneo upon and I'ulllvrt-- .
(rums cUafa;' nee
Hon of said land,
via: John I'vyrt. $i,ooti
and shrubbery: near Rhops.
George Tealui.
Jone
Ross. Wvne
Money
Thomas, all of Seamn, New Mexico.
to Loan oil Good Real Estate
I
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
at Iiow Rates of Interest.
Six-roo-

Silk

I

Sti

m

DRESS GOODS

ills-resi-

ThO

Leg-hor-

Has placed on the Shelves one of the Most Handsome Stocks of Cotton, Wool and Silk

Til-M-

n.

TOREALE.

n
FOR SALE Laying hens and
rooster. 1520 S. Third stre e m 9
FOR SALE Davenport couch, tacots, chairs, child's
bles, chiffonier,
bed, kitchen cabinet, cupboard, sewing machine, stoves. 620 S. Edith at.
house, 12x
FOR SALE One-roo14, apply Fourteenth street and Hom.i
mlO
avenue
runabout,
FOR SALE Rubber-tire- d
also harness. Inquire at 618 So. Edith.
FOR SALE Xo. 2 Remington typewriter at a bargain, If taken at once.
Call or address. 306 W. Coal ave. m9
A good saddle liotsi
KO It SALIO
is also well broken to work single or
double. Inquire of Wallace Burke, by
after 6 o'Colorado Telephone 92-tf
clock, p. m.
FOR SALE Furniture and house-holgoods. Call at 701 West Copper
avenue from 9 to 11 a. m., except Sun11
days.
FOR SALE Eggs for hatching.
.White Leghorn, $1.00 per setting.
.13
1041 X. Eltrhth street.
FOR SALE 3531 for setting, $1.00,
Barred Plymouth Rock. 210 North
a4
Walter.
401 Wei
FOR SALE Furniture.
miu
Lead avenue.
FOR SALE Furniture of a
house; also fine swinging mirror and
dressmaker's large cutting table. 401
mlO
North Fifth st.
FOR SALE Lot 46x150 feet. One
block from It. It. Ave. in Highlands,
for $450. The only lot close in on the
Highlands that can be bought for
$4á0. Must sell. See me at once at
tf
124 South Edith st.
FOR SALEA snap If taken at
line.
Livery stock and hack
once.
London Club barn, corner of 2d St.
m9
and M arquette ave.
FOR SALE a. 000 rhubarb plants.
'The best in the land. Mann Bros. u3
Foil SALE Safe investments for
small sums, paying 8 per cent; real
'estate aecurlty. W. P. Metcalf. 321

The Globe Store
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LOANS.

Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 atad as high as $200.00.
Loans are auickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamahin tickets to and from al)
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 nd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
305 West Railroad ftvenuc.

PRING

dig-fro- m

.1

l.V ADVANCE

Money to Loan

"''

'"'

1W.

On

is fast approaching, and that time of the year
when the well dressed woman plans her gowns for
Spring and Summer wear is fairly under way. In addition to the dresses to be worn on ireneral occasions.
Easter claims its share of attention. For this year fashion
decrees that that the proper gown must be made to the individual measure, and by one's "own modeste." William Allan White, the well
known writer and traveler, declares the Albuquerque lady to be the
best dressed in the whole westthat "Her Majesty," the Albuquerque
lady, may be gowned in the most approved fashion and maintain her
reputation as a wearer of good and tasty dresses
ut ot
t

1

husband dead, she Immediately telephoned the city marshal and Officer
Kennedy went at once to the scene of
the suicide.
The body wan taken to the morgue
of Mr. Hinders, where it was pieparen roi nurlal
Mineral arrange- ments have not been made as yet. Mrs.
Necker' relatives all live in the north- ern pari of Iowa.
It Is said that the dead man had on
more than one occasion tried to end
his suffeiing. About twelve days ago
he had a severe hemorrhage
which
added to his despondency.
Necker was not a member of
the local carpenters' union.
MM Al. AND PERSON l.
(leorge P I.cjtrnard, of Loams rd
I.indetnuun, returned yesterday morning from a successful business trip to
Hocorro and other towns south of Al- buqaerqwe
The
of the late Miss Cecilia
henson. of Crestón. Iowa, were sent
to the home of the deceased last night
by Undertaker Borders. Mi- - Benson
died on train No. 2 While en route lo
this city from a visit In s.m Diego.
California, end the body was prepar- of

SCHOOLS,

l

bullet entered the head Just
above the right ear and ranged forward and downward, the appearance
of the left aye indicating that the missile bad almost emerged in that locality. The revolver was a

brothet
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GOLD COIN FLOUR

YEAR

Some Interesting Figures and
lino Condi

If your grocer does not handle Gold Coin Flour
Ask him why?
-

SAN MARCIAL HOLDS RECORD

HOTTEST

FOR

DAY

IN

1905

People who follow weather records
and weather conditions will find some
Interesting figures in the summary of
weather conditions In New Mexico for
1905 just Issued by the Santa Fe
of the government climate and
crop bureau. The general summary
for the year is as follows:
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the year,
determined from the averages secured each month, was 52.8 degrees, or
.5 degrees below the orinal.
August
proved the warmest month, averaging
72.6.
The highest temperature recorded was 110 degrees at San Marcial on the 28th of June: the lowest
:.". deyreea below sero at t'imarron on
the night of the 12th of February.
The months of February, April, May,
July and December were considerably
below the normal temperature, while
January, March, August and November averaged considerably above. The
highest annual mean temperature
was 61.4 at t'arlsbtd. and the lowest
39.3 degrees at Kllzabethtown.
The
Kiraiesi iiimu.i ruiige in i em pera i ui e
130
Roswell,
at
degrees,
occurred
the
29 degrees.
extremes being 101 and
The least annual range was 85 degrees
ai Cloudcroft, the extremes being 7S
7 degrees.
and
Precipitation.
The average precipitation for the
territory was 20.95 Inches, or 7.50 in
ches above the normal.
and 6.54
Inches greater than that of 904. The
first four months of the year, also November, far exreeded the normal precipitation for those months, while
July and August were somewhat below; the smallest monthly average,
however, occurred in October. Fruit-lan- d
again received the smallest precipitation for the year as in 1904, the
tolal amounting to only 8,17 Inch,
while at Klk Die aggregate reached
39.10 Inches. Klk also exceeded all
of the other stations In the amount
received during any month. 15.10 inches having been measured in July.
The snowfall averaged 38.3 inches.
Precipitation occurred on 64 day-during the year.
Relative Humidity.
The annual mean humidity at Santa Fe was 57 per cent: nt Las Vegas
54 per cent: at Roswell 5 per cent,
at Amarillo, Texas. 70 per cent; tit
HI Paso 54 per cent and at Durango,
Colo., 58 per cent.
rioiuls and Sunshine.
The average number of clear days
was
200.
throughout the territory
partly cloudy hi. and cloudy 74. At
3,311
of
were
hours
Santa Fe there
sunshine, or 74 per cent of the total
Hoswell there
at
poeatMe amount;
were 2.972 hours of sunshine or 61
per cent of the possible amount; at
Amarillo. Texas, there were 2.930
hours of wunshlne or 65 per cent of
the possible amount, and at Purangn
(here were 3,345 hours of sunshine
or 75 per cent of Ihe possible amount.
May was the month of greatest sun- t
shine nt Santa Fe, reaching 90
of the possible, while February
received only 48 per cent.

GOLD COIN FLOUR

sta-lit-

NEWS OF WHAT'S DOING
IN THE LAND OF CACTUS
SKELETON OF ONE
OF GRINDELL PARTY
IS FINALLY FOUND

Another Expedition Will Go in

Search ot the Bones.

i

ON TRAIL OF HOSTILE

pet-cen-

Wind.
The prevailing direction for the year
was from the west At Santa Fe there
were 63.430 miles, or 7.2 miles per
hour: highest velocity 51 southeast on
the 23d of November; at Roswell the
total movement was 52.726 miles.

miles per hour; highest velocity
southwest on the 27th of March:
at Amarillo the total movement was
102,658, or 11.7 miles per hour; highest velocity 50 southwest on November 23d: at Durango the total movement was 49.752 miles, or 5.7 miles
per hour; highest velocity 36 south on
May Nth. and at El I'aso the total
movement was 85,933, or 9.8 miles
per hour: highest velocity 56 west on
December 21st. C.enerally the year
was less windy than 904.
6.0
42

.
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BURNING

D

skeleton of a human being. Intact.
Some of Ihe upper front teeth were
lacking, but there were no filled teetii.
They did not have time to look It oyer
thoroughly as they wen- clOM upon
the savages.
Mr. Morgan
adds that "all Ihe
clothes found were a pair of knhkl
trousers Which were mil rotted and
iiiis would indícale thai the skeleton
was that of a person who had died
within a few months. The tide rises it
the point where we found the tenia ins. which we left."
Mr. Qrlndell, referring to the letter,
said thai he thought the remains
spoken Of by Mr. Morgan were those if
Itawles as he was satisfied that from
all Information he could gather white
on a trip late last summer that bis
brother Tom's party had separated.
Tom going with Ingram To the mountains not far distant from where the
skeleton mentioned above was found.
Hoffman who lefl the party and returned to Blsbee told Mr. Qrlndell lie
knew that the party had separated
and from Ills recollection of the situation the conditions were as Mr. (Irln-desuspects that Kawles in seeklnc
for water In the mangrove bunch, ir
overflow, failed to make his way out
again and perished, where Morgan
and his party found the skeleton. Tom
and Ingram going lo the mountains.
Hoffman returning lo Misbee.
next
Mr. Qrlndell, on his return
Thursday to Biabad will lake up the
matter of the skeleton with Hoffman
and If possible arrauge with Ihe tat
ter lo make another trip, which will
include an investigation wit I) reference lo the skeleton found and If
practicable a search of the mountain'
He Is not sure
for Tom and Ingram.
that he will make the trip, but will
talk ihe matter over with Hoffman.
ll

SERI

AMERICANS MAKE DISC0VERV
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Tucson. Ariz., Mar. 4. After the
relatives and friends of the luckless
Tom Grlndell, loat in the wild, of Untaron islam) among savages, had long
given up hope of even finding out the
fate of Ihe explorers, a clue has been
found. Rid, Crindell Is preparing to
make another trip to the desert island
to secure the bones of a dead khaki-claAmerican which have been seen
In a barren lonely spot on Tiburón
Qrlndell Is confident the skeleton is
that of his lost brother and is not
only determined to get the bouts, but
to make a further search for the rest
exof the members of the
pedition.
Under date of March 1st Charles
Morgan, manager of the big null
ranch near Hermoslllo, writes F.d.
Crindell of an expedition which left
the Kills ranch. A band of Papagos
captured a party of the Serl Indians
and brought them to (governor
ranch not fur from Hermoslllo,
and held them under guard.
After
holding them for some time the Seria
managed to make their escape. They
were trailed to the coast, and the Se-rmade good their MMf). to Ihe Island during low tide
Mr. Morgan says In his letter that
his party followed ihe Indians to the
sea ami while crossing a large estero
(overflow) where Bd, ijrindeH's par;
left notes on the skulls of horses in a
bunch of mangrove, they found the
d

Ysu-bel-

's

is

or him:

AND BKIDOOS

e
Stiles and Bravo Juan,
confederates of Hurt Alvord. and
on whose heads there Is a price, are
believed to have been In the Lowell
saloon in Blsbee, last Saturday night,
purchased a gallon of wine, and quietly returned lo Mexico.
Stiles ami Hravn Juan. WlthOUl any
attempt to conceal their Identity, entered the Lowell saloon, near Con
Shea's placa, paid Ihe price for the
liquor, spoke to several people in the
saloon, and lefl just as quietly as tin
entered.
The local officers are Inclined to
connect Ihe visits of Stiles ami Hravo
Juan with the robbery of the Palace
roulette game at which time lltg In
cash was taken.
The verv beat ol Kansas Cltv beef
and motion at I anil Klelnwort's. 112
North Third street.

Billy

old-tim-

d

Will Weigh

L OÍDO

I

EXMT COUNTERPART
OF EGYPT'S NILE

soo.ooo

oils.

The Laguna dam will b( 4.7'in feet
long. 19 feet high, with a maximum
Width of 2tS feet and will contain
rtr.fi.nnn cubic yards of loose rock. H
will rest on a foundation of sand and
800,000
approximately
weigh
will
The settling basin formed by
tons
this structure win be one mile wide
and ten miles long. To avoid the
enormous quantities of sill carried by
the Colorado and Which would quickly fill up the eanals. the heailgal-- s
are so arranged as to draw off only
the top fool of water Into the eanals.
Unorecedt uied floods during the
past year have emphasized the Importance ot
the pon tructlon of the levees which are
inundation of
oulred lo
d
areas. The problem is
liable
complicated because of tin- fad that
the area to I"- irrigated is In the
Of
two Important
basin
drainage
streams, the Olla and the colorado
rivers, both subject to sudden and tremendous floods.
Problem a Poser,
The serious nature of the problem
which confronts the engineers will he
appreciated when it il is known thai
since the Initiation of the work the
Q!a lias twice so changed its channel and the topography of the country
iiy ending out in places and building
up In others lhal reaurveya and plans
of structure have been made and remade by reason thereof, The levees
arc now ready for construction, but
until they are completed the uncertainly of the behavior of the Olla rendara II unwise lo lei lile work by COO- irait under definite pi. ms as contraeby
lots must necessarily lie governed
Ihe conditions, and their bids will bt
made accordingly. There is urgent
need of haste.
Tlie secretary of the interior recognizing these fai ls and itnon recommendation of the board of consulting
engineers who Investigated the situation, has ordered thai tin- work be
undertaken Immediately by the reclamation service by force account.

While running
lime of the year
along watching his kite the boy fell
mtO I well L'U feel deep. The well was
uncovered and the lad was fortunate
to escape with his life.
No Bovine 1. lingers.
thai the Tucson
it is probable
council will create the office of dairy

permtl he and Mr. Yalentlne will
equip themselves for taking up the remaining placer claims of Ihe district
Which was shown a few weeks ago
to Mallory by the lost Hamilton.
The placers ore said to be sixty
miles from water, but so rich and
that any method that will get
the sands in hand will make the owners of the claims as wealthy as men
need by.
Tlie owners of many tt
these claims live In Douglas, and Mr.
Valentine will represent them on the
next visit lo the placers.
Tlie vaslta are accompanied with a
many elements of danger,
great
among which are thirst and the possibility always present In that counry
of being lost In the trackless waste of
sand over which the route lies. It
wa this last that came upon poor
Hamilton only a few days ago, a man
of many years' experience In desert
travel and exploration.

and milk Inspector, It is stated that
there have been discovered in dairies
some cows afflicted Wlttl tuberculosis.
w am Tiger Tamed,
Senator Hurnhum presented a petition to the senate from the Citizens'
headquarters in
League of Arizona,
Phoenix, asking for the passage of the
In the terrigambling
bill prohibiting
tories.
Two Telegraph Companies.
The Postal Telegraph company will
in Hlsbee.
erec1 a $10,000 building
That town Is fortunate In having th'
companlea
service of both telegraph
The Postal follows Ihe Kl Paso ami DOOMED
Southwestern, while the Western ln-lo- n
enters the town over u special
line.

THE

safe-guardi-

Laguna Dam

Second

Only

re-v-

-

low-lan-

-

to Tonto Project.
HAS ENGINEERING DIFFICULTIES
UNIQUE

IN ALL

EXPERIENCE

Special Interest Attache to the
project In Arizona and Call- fornla, one of the greol national irriga Hon works now Well stalled, by
reason or ihe amiaual physical canil
Hons of thai section of the south- wm, and the somewhat Unique engineering
whk h are inproblems
Yuma

volved.

the
Physically and climatically
Colorado delta i, singularly K lhal
gre.ll
of Ihe Xlle.
river of
Like the
Egypt, the Colorad river rises In tar
empties
and
distan
mountains
through great tidal Hals into an Inland sea, its valley and rltmojte all
bearing nut the likeness. The Colora
do is one of Ihe great rivers of Ihe
arid west. It drain- - an area Of more
than ! J 6000 square miles and poms
a turbid river Into the Oulf of California for hundreds of miles, it has
cm its channel more than a mile deep
carving oui
through the plateau.,
abyaamal canyons which are the moal
world,
ini
In itoad its
wonderful i"
waters carry in solution millions of
tons of silt and detritus Whll li for
ages Ihe stream has deposited in (he
sea. building up a broad delta through
Which H flows on too of a dyke ad
that Its normal channel is elevated
considerably above ihe country on
either side. In time of Hood it spills
over its dyke Inundating a portion
of its valley. The engineering works
Involve a dam across the river, eanals
on both sides of the stream, and an
extensive system of levees to protect
I

BILLY STILKS BUYS GALLON

the lower lands from Hooding. The
dam known as the Laguna is being
constructed about twelve miles above
Yuma by a New York contractor, and
ils
Is potable as being the tlrsl Of
type built In Amanea, The diamond
drillers sought in vain for bad rock
formation In the channel and finally
Ihe government deeided upon a structure of the Kast India weir type
after the dams built under
similar conditions in India and Kgypt
by the English engineers,

ARIZONA

NEWS

NOTES

Ari.nmi Needs TWO Arbor Days.
Some idea of the magnitude1 of Arizona as now constituted might be obtained by some of Ihe befogged eastern mental lights if they were aware
lhal two Arbor Days are necessary In
the territory. The legal holiday set
apart for tree planting has passed already tills year for southern Arizona.
Northern Arizona, however, will plant
trees on April 6.
WONT PAY EXPENSES OF
CATCHING ARIZONA CRIMINALS
In the district court In Maricopa
county
Frank Murphy of
Tucson, has applied for a writ of mandamus to compel Territorial Auditor
II Page to compel Ihe payment of
1100 expenses Incurred in going lo
Hie diaCalifornia after llarcoiirl.
mond swindler, says the Tucson Citi.1

zen
The expense was Incurred on the
trip lo Sacramento where he went to

secure extradition papers from the
governor of California, The territory
seems to have a queer ruling lhal officers shall not be allowed expenses
when they go outside of the territory
after criminals
s a result of Ibis
ruling Sheriff
Walker of otarlCOpa county, refused
go
lo Los Angeles after
last week lo
a forger who was then turned loos-bthe Los Angeles police. If lilis rtll-lis strictly lived up to It means thai
Arizona criminals have absolute Immunity from arrest as soon as they
are outside of the territory.

t will i.niM

V RICH PLACERS
slXTV MILES PROM WATER
.lames Mallory, who has Just retín iied from the Yuma desert ami his
rich gold claim, where his old friend
Flying Kite, ralla in Well.
The young son of !'. Laos, the Tuc- and partner was lost on Ihe desert, is
son barber. Is confined to bed suffer- lying in his camp near Yuma, prosing from severe injuries sustained In trated with Illness and grief brought
lad on by Ihe loss of his friend on the
well. The
a
into
a full
Other desert and the hardships and anxiety
of
a
number
with
favof Ihe search that followed.
boys was Hying a kite, which is a
As soon as Mallory's
health Will
orite pastime with small boys nt this

Postmaster Met Mlntock. reanpMnt- -Xo afTlilaed at Phoenix, is unique
vlls were tiled against him

MINER FALLS INTO
MIDST

DYNAMITE

OF

SIX

BLASTS

Another unfortunate accident hapat the Arlanna Central miné
last Monday morning. avs the
Leader, whereby Evaristo Trio;
a miner winking under contract, was
Instantly killed by a premature blast,
set off through the careless handling
Trio was working Hi
of shori fuse.
company with Donaclano Duran In a
shaft, when having six holes ready to
tire, the fuse was till and lighted and
tlie men started to reach a place of
safely before Ihe blasts wenl off. The
place in which Hie men was working
was a continuation of a shaft in tlie
where there had
Central.
Arizona'
heen several sets already sunk and
laddered. The remaining ten feet had
not vet heen laddered, but a rope had
been hung In Well for the use of the
men In getting out after Ihe fuse had
been lighted.
It had been the custom of one of
tlie men to go to the lop of the shaft
as soon as the blasis were ready lo
set off and assist the other man to
This rule was not folIhe surface.
lowed by ihe two men working on the
night shift, and Instead the rope was
tied to the lower parts of the ladders
and the men sera milled out as best
they could. On the night In question
six lióles liad been prepared and Du
ran scrambled up the rope to a place
of safely, and when Trio had lighted
his fuse he started In the same manner. When he had reached the end
of Ihe ladder and grasped II to pull
himself off the rope In some manner
he lout his hold and fell back into th'
shaft, .lust as he struck the
bottom the blasts began lo go off. ami
the ooncoaalon and rocks caused his
death.
If yon need a carpenter, teiepnone
leeaelden.
pened

Mo-rén- d

ten-fo-

ot

STEER

TO

SETS FIRE TO FORTY
MORE CATTLE
to brand
shortly afler being dipped In
the Matador ranch, near the
Mexico line Saturday, folTexas-Nely head of cattle are dead as a result
of burns. Near Tascosa Joe Lackey
and Harry Johnson were supervising
Ihe dipping of a large number of cattle belonging to the Matador ranch,
when one of the animals was discovImmediately after
ered unbranded.
Its having passed through Ihe oil the
boys attempted to brand It when the
hair of Ihe animal, already saturated
with oil. caughl on tire and In breaking away to the bunch which had Just
passed through Ihe vat. this burning
r Ignited a large number of them.
h
forty of the herd beihg burned to
death.
Itch.
tcenm. Tetter. Sail Uheum,
King Worm. Hcrpea, Barbera'
licit.
All these disease are attended by
Intense Itching, which Is almost Instantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by Ita continued use
a permanent cure may be effected.
It has. In fact, cured many cases that
Price
had resisted other treatment.
For sale by all
15 cents per box.
drugglsta.
As a result of attempting

Uhe Future

a steer
oil on

Pailroad CenterTopeKaof

Located on the Helen
The new City of Bclen is

Cut-o-

31 miles south of Albuquerque.

rf

of The Atchison

C3L

JVetv Mejcico
Santa

Fe 'Raittvay

N. M is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system

leading east and west

from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

The Veten Uokvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

atreeta and avenuea, RIGHT in the buelneaa
15x14 feet) fronting upon 80 and
ARB THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWNSITE, Conalatlng of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCB LOTS, (alxe
grounds and yard limita 800 feet wide and
la
Ita
depot
company
grading
now
extensive
Railway
Fe
Topeka
and
Santa
center of the NEW C1TT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounde. The Atchlaon.
Houae, Coal Chutee, Water Tánica. Machine Shopa, Eto.
a mile long, (capacity of .evenly miles of aide track) to accomodate Ita NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depota, HARVEY EATING HOUSE. Round
70-fo- ot

an

THE CITY OF HELEff

ah

winery, etc It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana. hay and frulf
Haa a population of 1500, and aeveral large Mercantile Houaee. The Belen Patent Roller Mill., capacity 150 bárrela dally:
In
States and Old Mexico It. future growth as a Commercial point cannot be eatlmated.
United
to
points
the
all
West,
In New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and
Belen has a JI10JIO0 public Khool hou.
water la good and climate unsurpassed.
The
Pectfic
Coast
City.
the
Galveston
and
Chicago,
to
Kansas
through
pas.
Belen
All feat limited, mall, express and freight train, will
.hop. etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
atore,
harnee,
drug
plumber,
planing
mill,
twv. churchea. a commercial club, three hotela. reetauranta, etc. It need, right now a bakery, tailoring eatabllehment. ehoemaker.
annum.
par
per
Title perfect and warranty deeds
cant
eight
year
mortgage
with
tntereat
at
one
for
on
and
may remain
not.
d.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchaae money cash;
to
perron
write
or
In
loto
di
of
and
price,
particular,
given. COMB EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further
two-tblr-

STOP THINKING AND ACT.
You have been considering for aome
thoae magatime to see about having
Don't put It off any
zines bound.
longer.
Call us up and we will gladly
show you samples and quote prices.
CO..
H. .S. LITIIGOW
Journal Building.
Jtnokhhuk-rs138.
Auto.
IS.
Colo. Phone.

fTTTf

What part of this paper do you
auttpose Is the most Interestlna to the
person who Is eagerly looking for a
furnished room or boarding olace?
la your ad In that part of the paper?

The Belen Towiv and Improvement Company
JOHi

--
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Another Citimrd
THE MORNING JOURNAL is THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER Ktenlnjj
Clilxen
It's forty miles to
OP NEW MEXICO. SUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLED or THE REPUBLI- Moriurity and not twelve, as HláMciOtM
CAN PARTV ALL THE TIME IND Till! MRTHODt OF THE REPl'BLR'AN hike nODHN have spread hroaih-astPARTY WHEN THEY ARE II1GHT,
Kxtra Thf Evening Qttxen aritie
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ttie
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paper
only
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In
Mexico.
The
other
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inv
larger circulation
Popular Peat urea ever attempted by a
year.
In
day
the
In New Mexico Issued ererf
(in thf Fourth
iiioiI.mii newsnaner.
of July next a Grand Colored Supple
ment will be Issued Free to all sub
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in which the Evening t'itl- or auy other dally bi New Mexico." The
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gotiation for the Sale of the Santa Fe
Central.
TERMS OK SIBSCRIPHON.
Handsome Retraction.
18 00
Dally, by mall, one year In advunee
There have not been any negotl.i-- I
0
Dally, by carrier, ene month
lions for a sale of the Santa Fe Cen50 tral with the (ioulds or any other synDally, by mall, one month
dicate." livening Ctttiett, March I,
are now
"Important negotiation
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
which, from all uresent
!
will soon be favorably
dilations,
closed.
TIURSIÍW MIIIIMM. M MSI 'II K. IHOtt.
"V'ty Important negotiations have
been iiendlng for some time past.
e Evening Cltiaen, March 7.
-

TELEPHONE 4t.
MONEY TO LOAN ON OOOB REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
RATES OF INTEREST.
FOR RENT.
HoUM on S. Arno st.. and furniture
for sale.
bouse. East St.. $12.00.
room furnlRhed. SIS N. Arno. $8.00.
loditinp house. Jtii.OO.
brlelc bouse. 311 S. Amo, $12
brlek house with bath, Baca
av.. 12. 00.
bouse. furnished, Baca av
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Coming Our Way

11
took the Evening ('tizón B WtlOlé
column on the front page lo announce
exclusively thai il was badly beat on
the Sania Fe Central story.

,,r farts which leave inn little room ' douot
in iMuwMinr
r
M Mm
i
up by which the Santa Fe Mitral i
being
now
is
thai a deal
toad will pass into Hie hands of parties who ale amply prepared
g the bul.d.n.
vnera, Inch
rttfn.
to carry out the plan, of tl
I
pon the com- to
Rosnell.
of Ih A !huiuerqtie Easlern and the extension
itended to further extend Ihe line to Fort Worth.
pletlon of this work
tnntter of Urn'-- , hut ihe other two extensions will
Texas That, howevei
lose, with the present
be commenced almost immediately after the deal
owners, and will be pushed as rapidly as possible.
Not that our people
This is the very b"t of good news for Albiio.uet'iu.
becav
or unv nortlon of them have anv olijei lions In the present OWMral
we all entertain the jÜndUwl feellflf toward Mr. Torrance and his associate,
and unid be glad If enisling; conditions would ( liable them to carry out their
original plans without parting wlb any share of their prop. riy. Rut unfor-
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There is grave Sanger In anaesthetics, says an eminent Kngiish lectureri
who announces thai the use of
Tins
is fraught with peril.
tunately for us as well as for them, circumstances not seen In the beginning
he poor common gees r
means
tha
thev
than
lee
gl
Ih
.i
burden
to
render
a
manner
in
develoued
amh
have
will nave in K' hack lo chewing
an curry, and it has. therefore, been necessary for them to sccepl assistant '. bacco,
Whether they are now selling nut entirely, or simply taking in some
The manager of lb Walilorf-Asto- to enable them to raise the necessary "sinews of war." we are not
havtng mad.- a million In twenty- vears retires announcing mat n
prepared to state, but it may be accepted M a h, iticd fact thai arrange menti
He Is lucky to be
had enough.
capital
Hre now being drawn to o close through which a large amount of new
after ihat experience, let alone
will be put into the company, and the original plans, including us we have hnvi a million.
Mild, the extensions to this city and to ROOWell, will be carried out with
The fad that insanity is on the Instartlllng mancrease is attested In
leUoubled energy.
ner by ihe new that I man in WashTheae negolial Ions have heen in progress for some time past. As We ington.
Pa., has signed a pledge lo
Slated some days ago, the parlies uho represent th capital involved in th Btway tM his wife the truth)
transaction, have spent several Week going over the lines In company with
(ieiieral Hrosvenor's
declaration
(leneral Manager Hopewell, making a thorough investigation of the whole that
he Will not B( oept a foreign post
of
ihe
minute)
proper!
to
details
even
the
is said te have tos connection with his
matter, which has extended
that th consular .service
nnd the visible resources of Hie country, And Ihe result of their examination ronvlctlOn
to he Improved.
ought
been
has been to convince them that the situation Is even better than had
Benjamin Hursh, of Pennsylvania,
represented by the company, and upon their return to Pittsburg negotiation
Invented a way to plin k ducks
has
re
Wi
slock
al
a
the
large
of
pari
or
of
whole
the
to
the transfer
looking
by electricity. An automatic chicken
up. and Inside advices now assure us that the terms have been ugreed litter would please a large southern
population.
an b
upon, and the deal will be made a soon a the necessary forma
EBthyl-chlorl-

s

ave.; 5 rooms,
Brick house, 7 rooms, with
North Second street,

i

THK doctors have disi overed .mother menace to human life in New
York. Friction and oilier causes sel particle of steel dust in motion In the
subway, which, entering the lungs of those forced lo breathe Ihe air of
thai Hi
th underground railway, produce consumption. It is astonl-diiii,
.
.
.
o,
i
Mhniil.l
exhll.li
human
II. K
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eit...
(bal
i.
effe.
appear
in
not
It
haw
does
longevity.
diminished
greutly
a
In
lengmeneit
V.,.uuvr To Ihe c.lltr.HV. the llMliKe nail Of Ufe rather than shortened, and on Ihe whole, man Is mm h more comfortable
than formerly, in Bplti of the many new danger with which he i being enn- slant ly menaced.
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Wedded at last
the Anheuser-Busc- h.
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"Regulate any old way."
president' position.
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FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

PHARMACIST

THE

and a Druggist as there
is between a violinist
and a fiddler
We am Pharmacists

SECURITY

a
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STORAGE!

Between a

STORAGE! I

WAREHOUSE

&
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Children's Photos a Specialty
Auto Phone 320

and Oold Ave.

Brunswick

L. B.
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First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for II. SI
a year and up. Call and let u explain th system.
The.

CONSULT US

Established 1871

Wholesale
FEICl). FliOUR AND
Ateitt

BILLIARD

lor

wherl you have the "little thing" or
the biggest thing lo tackle In what
must be done by Plumbers, and
for It you will gain In time, In
money. In worry, and because wou'll
not have to get the work done all 0Vr
again.
Our patrons say even more good
things about us than we say oufselves.

Wagons
N. M.

Albuquerque fs.hoPPn
Prop

PARLORS
si

band-I

tes i

the city
ynur Idle bullís.
place

Bnegt
I

ill

ouf-wor-

GRAIN

Mitchell

ALBUQUERQUE

POOL

&

engagaO
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Hi anils of dggn ami
bacco always on band.

Gussaroff

J.

MASTERS

nSAffVa

T

H

VMBI.ER8

CRFJH4 BNT8

TRIBUNES
WE8TERF1ELO
AM) STARMKR UICVCXES

M.

STANDARD

Rcfore lluylng Conic' in and Look Over
Our SlM k

2 14 Gold Ave

Economy Way

California
You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

OFFICE

Gro88,Kelly&Co

DESKS

for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Daily, Feb. 15 to April 7.

$2.".ihi
All the Way

CHAIRS

dry-goo-

Stoves

PLl'MRINfJ AND
COMPANY.

Auto. "Phone 671
Bel!. Red 284
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

A Largo
.lust Received
shipment of Bicycle
liii'litdiug
COLUMBIA8
CXEVELAND8
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Croum

very disconsolate.
"Hullo, Smith.'
a2 1
south 8KCOND stri:i:t
said he. "you don't look very cheery.
I'lopilcior.
I
"'hit are you doing now?" "Well,
!nlirt diKlir nun,,, h. sir. an' that's a fact.,
these 'ere KSrdens
,.;,,(,.,
- i.
1,1 .
STAR FURNITURE GO.
iieiiuo iiimii me lie
a nb e occyiHition for one o the twelve
W.
'apostle, ain't It, sir?" Han Francisco
Argonaut.
n u e
Storage and Furniture Exchange
Making It Easy for "Dor."
Doctor- - NOW) tillen, you mb tell me Hons) hold Qood Slnntl, Crutcd for
exncllv where von feel the t ill 111?
Shipment, or Sold on CommlNMloii.
Well, sir. It's a hypercrlterly
Olle
THK Filipino seem to take vrv k ndl lo the suffrage. The fflfl
ALIU't.H dimwit:
i.i.l H AVE.
lis
sort of pain. I puts nic linger on it
election In the islsnds was held on February 2sth. There .,h no disorder, and
It ain't there, an when I touch. 'i
, tVn )n ,h(. o)(1 p)aC).
ut there were some Insumes of l.rihry and intimidation, several of the wn
K
governors, hitherto appointed, ererf eei ted. Among Ib MiCCMBfUl CM all Ihe time! Punch.
tentante was a lending agitator for independence nameil Samllko but as he
satisfactorily Ixtralrd.
did Hill Mlssirtnimons of Ih Neville
was confirmed by Governor (leñera I Ide, It I evident lhat hi altitud
AND
remarked to Tom l'endergrast, us he
WHOLESALE
jio apprehension.
sat down gingerly on one edge of n
Iiok:
MERCHANTS
Topi, did you ever ee a
gol dum boll just where you wantAll Kind HOUSE FURNISHINGS
It
a
a
city
station.
wherever
establishes
tnot
make
does
A RAILROAD
ed IA IV It
Wool.
Hides
you
Is
on
one
'Yes,' said Torn, 'the
and Ranges
It lake natural advantages combined with pluck and push lo make a town, exactly
a Hiieclalty
all right for me." Kansas
LAS VEÍ3AR
ALIIl'QUERQUE
City Journal.
Md Farmlngton ha all thee. Tlmrs-llustle- r.
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Cirocer
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Prop. Alvarado Pharmacy

Tiie
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COMPANY

snfr-l-

Company
St.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

eeeeeeeeeeeee

keep your PIAXO. FURN-TURTRUNKS, VEHICLES, MERCHANDISE, MACI.TINERÍ
anil any
rtlcle, lai'Kc or small, for any length
of time, ill their new and
tora go warehouse,
at reasonable
ales. Money Loaned on poods stored.
OFFICES! GRANT IILOCK
HOTll PHONES
Mil

Briggs

B. H.

,i,l

col irardens, ame upon bis old model
looking
wllb a broom In his hand,

J. 6. BALDRIDGB

4M SOUTH TOOT STREET,

v

pl-e- d.

very

Gold Avenue

Baldridge's is the Place

l

Dealers

Novelty WorKs
art!! once

Co.

REAL ESTATE

jBjBaj

is the

Some old model named Smith sal for
Ih head of HI. Mark.
Arllst and
model became ureal friends but when
Ihe picture was finished they lost slhl
of each other. One day, however, the

'

I

W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phone 335

gometmnii"
well known

321

THE WORLD
so

Offic: 208',

Tillocto-

iiim

to Loan.

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
there may still be those who have
144
CO Colo. Phone. Black
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

There

Hail Fellows.
"What's your business." Inquired
(Id Sosh of the temperance worker.
"I'm figbilng whiskey, sir."
"Hood! I'm something of a boo;.e
ña li

Money

Corner ftohl Avenue and Third Street.

First

shade of

Ihe

In

W. P. METCALF

Notary Public, Insurance, ltonds,

Six-roo- m

,,

"Freckleclde" is the latest
The
people expectantly await "Jagicide."

50 foot lot 75 feet from
FOB SAl.K:
LlaUroad avenue, level, line location,
Highlands, only $050.00. if you wani
a real bargain see about this at once.

FOR

"gur

With KOOSevelt' big Itlch and
man's pitchfork after him, the
pus is worried.

& MYER

house,
South Edith
treet; flue location; $1,900.
house on North Second street, WE HAVE
SALE
In good repair; $1,650.
TbrPe hundred and twenty acre ranch
hay alfalfa, grafted fruit trees. A few small ranches, ranging from
good buildings, etc.
three to ten acres each; nil under
Seven-rooframe, threa lots N. Third
ditch and under high state of cultiSt. $2,700.
S.
brick house.
Third it..
vation.
$3.000: reasonable terms.
Viso, desirable lots in the different adBUSINESS CHANCES.
Hood ranchen near the cll.v for sale
ditions to Hie city.
at reasonable price.
Fire Insurance, Hmw for Rent. We have several small Cottage, well
oís Collected. Taxes Paid, and
in. lor sale on reasonable terms.
entire chance taken of nroiK-rt- r
for
residents nod

aser- The citizen is rather mor
vatlv iban usual in handling thai
Sania Pe Central deal.

AN'

SAl.R; Five room modern
brick, corner; lot, In Highlands, east
front.
(POR

Dealers in Real Estate

It's a wise suggestion ! have Ihe
president and the kaiser arrange n
meeting at sea where there's lols of
room.

sclf-pre-

REAL ESTATE

Plx-roo-

'

Frank Smith has been arrested In
Rlabee for steeling an lea box. His
plea Is
nation.

FIRE INSURANCE

lots, on

41

The Only Way io Settle It
editorial reviewing the si iius of the itgtehood bill the Hlobeby
Senator
struct !( amendment offered
Democrat declares that th
Koraker Is now the mily flilns Hi H Minds In Ihe wiy of the complete
and permanent settlement of Ih lerrl' ulal UtlOM, and adds:
T'nder the Hamilton bill, w hli h pass, d the house and Is before
the four territories are lo be adinii cj, as two states, providing the
vel. me iu fivor of admission after congress
people of each group, .oil
passes the bill. Foiakei propose lo el Arlzonu and New Mexico, which
sre lo come In as one átate under the Hamilton hill, vole separately on
acceptance or rejection of the proposition. The republicans of the house and
a large majority of those of the senate oppose this separate clause. Forak r
assert that sixteen republicans will he found kctltlg with the demo, r its Its
favor of this amendment on Hie final division. None of the friends of the bill
believe the Ohio man will muster anything like this number. The nena'.'
mly on the statehood Issue, and the
has been hearing from the country
country sustain the Hamilton bill. The country wants to settle this whole
statehood Issue in the present session, unit the only way In which il can b
settled is for the señale lo accept the Hamilton bill. If Foraker succeeds
In piittlli his separate vole proviso In the hill. Hie whole measure will fail,
for the house Is determined to stand to iis position, as il did In the lute
of slate- In that ease Koraker would he held responsible for defeat
session
hood for tiklahoma as well as for Arlxona and New Mexico. The prospect.
ii i ii .i ih.. P,.r,.wr nhalrMiillVM will he few in Ihe
division.
few
a
Weeks.
In
flag
to
the
be
added
will
two
stars
and thai

3

Rankin & (2o.
W00TT0N

The policy bolder is inclined lo he
a little suspicious when there are so
many public spirited gentlemen anxious lo lead him."

9

N

Coal

$2, C00.

LOANS
$2. GCO.
Automatic Phone 461
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at 13,160, on ROOM 10. N. T. AR.VU.IO BUILDING
North 4 (h street.
house, Coal avenue. $2.700.
brti k house, Tijeras avenue;
modern, fine location; $3,300.
house, furnish art, good location, $1 lr.o.oo.
frame In one ef ths hes
location on Broad war at a bar123 South Third Street
gain: modern

D.

Young Rockefeller is mail because
they OKI all thai slllff be said abOUl
Joseph iii the papers and he won't
come to Sunday school.

1

I

John

A. E. WALKER

e,

price,

helper In Denver was
An engineer'
mortally wounded hy heing impaled
on a sharp oil can. (ine more score
With

J. D. EMMONS

13.(100.

Lots on North Fourth street.
Brick house and lot on West

,,..,,

I

Buy her a Hoosier.

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

i.

ii

Do you love the cook?

DO T NOW!

post-offic-

An inclenl Irish Skeleton has been
county Roecommon.
In
We have good reason to believe, however, lhat Ihe persons whose MfltM unearthed
sseieiou inni nsa
from Pltlsbura; relating lo mi isIn prooaiuv tnecloset
have figured so conspicuously In the dMpatclte
heen
ihe Irish
for SO many
.
i
i. , ...
oeneve,
we
m
is.
Thenare
wno
years.
ining
uie uni.
this trade are not the partos
no doubt of the fad thai the Tallmadge have made ai offer for the property
in io ilrootkOfl ileml in a .tevsev
,ni!, week.
Generally
a good offer, as we underhand, ami MM which the ompany under other ,,iy 1Vf(1.
111
doesn't lake effect till a man get
pt
and tenoning this Ihe Pittsburg news gatherer
circumstances might
io-vi,,,, i.
It
granted thai the Taltfliadge wer the parties with whom it inMi v.wiv.

lo e en

These are rare bargains and you should not fail to see them,

William's Liquid Antiseptic
Soivp and Shampoo

arranged.

for
have taken
th company was dealing and su h a conclusion w as mil unreasonable.
Which w cannot qneelion leave no
bul dle
under the oirewnatancei
are being carried! forward upon
negotiation
present
Hie
room to doubt that
However. Hint Is a mailer of secondary
an entirely different proposition.
Th M n point so far as our folks at"
Interest to the Atbuquerqn publl(
Under the present of some other
company,
either
concerned Is that the
management. Is now iu I fair way lo fortify Itself with the capital necessary to
extensions
enable it to carry out lis original plan an romplet the r0
to the Rio Grande on Hie west and ih- - Peco og ih east, thus making the
line one that wtU b highly useful in the development el the country, an
mpafly, and a public Ininprovemeni
Investment that will be proSIUbl to tl
that will be of great value in building up ihe cities of RosWell and

French Lefi, Quartered Oak Table

terms.

SALE.

$18.90
$15.00

Pedestal, Quartered Oak Table

Six-roo-

on..-take-

i

Encourages a delicate appetite. See our mission and colonial
sets, finished in both golden and weathered quartered oak

Four aerea of land in the city limits,
Money to Loan on
West ICnd Viaduct
with good house and stable, fruit
Oar. Coal and 2nd St.
Whtltul 1 Ratal!
trees, etc.. in a fine location.
Auto. 'Phone 4741
Real lístate.
Colo. 'Phone,
177
Red
house on West Coal av.; up
to dale. $2.000.
Lot on West (Sold av.. near Sixth at.
25c A BOTTLE
25c A BOTTLE
Corner Iron av, and Edith st..
house; modern: lot 75x142 feet; line
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
PORTERFIELD GO.
property will be sold cheap if taken
at once.
Fine lot near Twelfth St., on Tijeras
110 West GoM Ave.iuc.
road at u bargain.
Seven-rooon
frame bouse
a corner
in Highlands, with bath.
Lot 50x
Delightful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff,"
142; in a fine location. $1,700.
House and lot on South Second at., beleaves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt as is the case with most
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
shampoos. Also refreshing when used in the bath.
bargain.
1
house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
FIRE INSURANCE
furnished. This pn.perty Is In one SeexeUiry Mutual Rulhling Association
of the best loca Hons In this city,
Both Phones
117 West Railroad Avenue.
and Is for sale at $r,500
Blue Front.
Office In J. C. I'.aldrldzc's Lumber
house, North Fourth street, Yard. Automatic 'Phone 324.
with S lotr, 75 x1!2 feet, near In.

e;

a

Sweet
You (;an get one of
ih. jo on easy

house, S. Third St.. $
brick, with bath. $22.50.

Pike,

panic In a
Denver theater the other day when
a small boy who was Seeing Ihe
Ihrough a crack in the ceil
ing sun k his foot Ihrough the plas- taring, The small boy generally gels
There was almost

I

f.

FURNITURE

We Uae several that
an the real thing.

frame

FOR

Home,
Home

1

J 20.00

8, !

Pretty Diivirg Room

BAR'S

N

U

COMPANY

second-cla- a
matter at the postofflce i.t Albuquerque, N.
Entered
under act of congress of March S. 187.

II
mjJ

Thnrsday.'Mareh

f H E AfcBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'.

PAGE EIGHT.

Ask S. F. Agent

at

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

Slight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.
Dustless roadbed

Harvey meals.

Thursday. March

MORNING JOURNAL1.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

8, IffOt.

PAGE NINE.

FINDS CHAVES DID

GRAND AUCTION SALE

IE 10

HOT SET

HARDEMAN'S

E00I

We want to see a home built on every residence lot in the PEREA
and EASTERN Additions, and in order to do so quickly, will sell
144 beautiful residence lots in those additions at Public Auction, on
Saturday, March 17, from 2 to 4 o'clock in the afternoon and from 7 to 10
o'clock that evening. Only $5 down on each lot, balance $5 per month

Alleged Cremator ol Living
Man Discharged.
NEGRO BOY DID IT AND
HE HAS

LEFT

TOWN

The mysterious attempt at cremation in the. Daylight saloon on Norm
Third street, Monday night, of which
is the victim
Wtlllám Hardemann
ltd Willi which dark crime E. Chaves
was charged, came up In the police
court before Judge Crawford yesterday with a considerable display of
Harde-tnnn- n
witnesses and legal talent.
was there with his incinerated
foot carefully wrapped in cotton batting. Chaves was there wearing a
wronged look, which as the developments proved, was quite justified.
The testimony alf went to show
that while Hardemann was sleeping
in the Daylight amusement
resort,
that Chaves was also sleeping there,
and that he. Chaves, did not woke up
un Ml Hardemann's
yells awakened
Mm. It was also shown that a negro
hoy. who was In the place, was the
only man in the Daylight resort
awake, and he has disappeared from
It is this absent youth who !s
view.
now believed to have poured alcohol
OVer Hardemann's
trousers and set
(lie thereto.
It has been suggested that Hardemann's clothing became saturated
with tin' atmosphere
of the place,
which Is generally well charged Willi
alcoholic gases, and that the Are resulted from spontaneous combustion,
but the Injured man scouts this theory. Chaves was discharged.
Prosecuting W itness Weakened.
After causing the arrest of Frank
Hose on
charge of cruelty to animals, Tuesday afternoon, and after
securing his conviction and a fine of
t'i in police court yesterday morning, Dr. W. G. Hope prosecuting wit-less In the case against Kose astonished tin- court, the defendant and every our else by asking the court to
be lelnent with the prisoner on tho
ground of a first offense and by further offering to pay the fine.
Itose was charged with abusing i
ten in of mules which he was working
on grading operations In West Tiji
avenue.
i

GRAY ALSO

GETS BOND

IS RELEASED

FROM

Qray, the companion of Morris, the
alleged confidence man. who was re
leased from the county Jail last week,
having furnished bond after a consul-Afabl- e
period in the county bestllt,
Was also released from custody yesterday morning, Cray was seen on
the street yesterday for the first time
since his arrest several mouths ago.
The team will have a hearing before
the territorial grand jury on Manh
.I'.ith on charges of obtaining tnnnev
under false pretenses.
STATEHOOD

NOW OR

TERRITORIES FOR NEXT
TWENTY

YEARS

(Tucson Star.)

M. H. McCord,

who

was recently appointed and confirmed
collector of the port at Nogales, arrived In Tucson yesterday morning
ft-,M

tj, V,,.
e
to assume the duties of his

tu Il,.w,tiiv

I'

si

REGISTRATION FOB ANOTHER

la .,1,

and stopped over In Tucson on
official business.
Issue,
Referring to the statehood
the liiivcrnor said: You can sav for
me that from all I could see and
learn from reliable sources that It will
he Joint statehood or nothing, With
the probability In favor of joint statehood without the Foraker amendment." He added
bill will un"The
doubtedly pass and become a law ano
bill
taxing the net proceeds of
the
mines, as in Colorado, has been Introduced in both the house and senate
and a bill reducing railroad fares in
ArlKonsT and New Mexico to three
o uts per mile and the repeal of all
exi Riptton laws, both federal and territorial, in these two territories and
require assessment for taxing purposes the same as other property wi'l
undoubtedly pass If the Foraker
amendment should be adopted.
Continuing, he said: "The fact I.
unless Arizona and New Mexico are
admitted as one state now they will
not see statehood for twenty years,
for Oklahoma with her 800.(100 population cannot be admitted as a sin
trie state without taking in Indian
Territory with 700,000 more, making
,r,uo,uoo population.
When can we
hope Arlxona will reach that number.'
Further: "The enabling act as It
Missed the house Is the most liberal
in all its provisions of any enabling
act which has ever been passed by
congress. It gives us $f.000,000 In
.' cash for school purposes which wipes
out virtually all the territorial Indebtedness of both territories. Including
all county Indebtedness as well. It also provides two funds for two
agricultural colleges, one at Tucson M
now and the other at Mesilla Park
In New Mexico as at present, besides
millions of acres of land which in time
will be an asset of many millions of
dollars.
"Yes," concluded the Colonel. "If
the people of Arizona were fully Informed as to the real merits of thin
bill and the great benefits It will
bring to the state they would rise up
us one man and urge Its passage without any Foraker
amendment
and
years.
during (he next twenty-liv- e
of saying unkind things of Sena
, tor Heverldge and Congressman Hnm-- '
ilion, they would be erecting monuments t(t their memories. Joint state-hoo- l
will harm no Intereat and beneltt
every Interest In both territories."
:

VICTORY

We are the Leading Druggists
of the Southwest

FOR RUTON

And

carry the largest stock

of Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet

Ar-

tilles and Fancy

Goods between
Denver and Los Angeles.

SATURDAY

Your Friends
Back East

Communication Nade Easy

Might decide to
settle along
the

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North end Fast by the

El Paso
BEGINS

ON

THE TENTH AND

PRESCRIPTIONS

MILLS GRANTS

JUDGE

CONTINUES FOR TEN DAYS

Registration of voters for the coming city election will open in all wards
on Saturday, the Kith of March, and
will continue thereafter for ten days
The registration offices for the several wards are as follows:
First ward, store of E. L. Washburn
clothing company.
Second ward, office of Harsch Bottling works.
Third ward,
Johnson furniture
store.
Fourth ward, Matson's book store.
The registration will continue for
ten days when the books will be closed for one day while the registration
hoards canvass the lists. Thereafter
AND they will be posted for six days, during which time people who have neglected to register may
have their
names inserted.

COUNTY JAIL

JOINT

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., OWNERS

DO

A SPECIALTY

IT RIGHT OF WAY ORDER

Correspondence Morning Journal.
LM Vegas. N. M.. Mar. 7. The St.
LoulS, Rocky Mountain & 1'ai iflc railway company has won another point
In the case that Is being tried, Involving the interests of this road and the
Haton

&

Des Moines.

The condem-

nation proceedings brought by this
road to secure right of way for the
former road were decided to day by
Judge Mills in favor of the plaintiff
company and the application of the
liatón & Des Moines to appear as
was denied. The injunction
against the former road was dissolved
and an order was made allowing (lie
company to take immediate possession of the tarns of A. I). Thompson
and others who opposed the right of
way OVer thlr lands. Jerry Leahy
and S. B. Davos appeared for the
plaintiff and Judge I. tint, of Colorado
Springs, John Morrow, of Haton. and
CORONER'S JURY WILL MEET Pat Morrow, of Trinidad, for the defendants.
Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes it the duty of every
THIS MORNING AT
person, firm or corporation owing or
haVlng any interest in real estate or
other property on the first day of
March, to see that such property Is
9 O'CLOCK
properly listed for taxation on the assessment rolls. Property returns ure
now being received at the assessor's
The coroner's jury selected to hear office, In the court house.
QfiOROH F. ALBHIOHT,
evidence In the case of the killing of
Assessor.
.). W. Paxton by the California Limited Tuesday morning, gathered yesterday morning with Police Judge
Crawford sitting as coroner, and
viewed the remulns of the unfortunate
man.
The jury then took a recess until Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap 1 tobes,
9 TIO o'clock this morning to allow the
none Blanket, Etc
collection of certain witnesses who
could not be secured yesterday morning. The hearing will take pluce then.
The Jury Is composed of the following:
Paints, Oils and Vanishes
B. Ruppe. Melville Summers, Irwin
Hale, John Hart. M. Armijo. L. Orad! Palmetto Roof Paint Lasts Five Years
At the hearing this morning Attorand Stops Leaks.
ney E. W. Dobson, for the railroad,
Cash
W.
Paid
Clancy,
for Hides and Pelts.
F.
Attorney
and District
for the territory, will appear to assist
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
the coroner's Jury in ascertaining the
facts.
I'linerul Service Yesterday.
Funeral service over the remains of
french female
the unfortunate man was held yesiTttigMik UUM
terday afternoon in the chapel of the
Strong Undertaking parlors. The serA Ram. Cutaih Khih tor 8kttwmb Mbmtmatiost.
vice was conducted by Rev. A. O.
tlVER IN0WH Tl FAIL. Bafci Hani Bornás ftatUnation Ouaruieod it acme; Htfiaarl Brat prepaid
Harrison, rector of St John's church
Mf 11.00 ir hoi. Will md thniM trial,)
Paid fur
and was attended by a large number
wmu relieve!. Ham pi eg lra. If ttmr Jraggiit dm art
oar toe seaa jyur orlen to lot
of friends of the deceased. Mrs. F. H.
UNITED MEDICAL CO., bo 74, UNCAsvrcN.
Schwentker sang. During the funeral
service the store of the Whitney company on South First street was clos- Sold in Albuqucraue by the J. H.
Q' Welly Com pany.
ed, all employee attending,
The remains were sent early this
MENANDWOMEM
morning to El Paso, whence they will
Um Bi U for unnatural
go to Stanford. Texas, where the reladw, bargei, Inflammation.
dar-tives will receive them.
QhtraaUe-V
Irritation! or ulceration
JHV
MMJ not l atrlatart.
of siucuui membranas.
THERE are people rending our For
and not utrln
frfiU oatal, Palnleu,
Rent column today who would mak IgtofTHffVANSCHtWICalCO.
Kent or poifonont.
ci m. Nu no
desirable tenants for that vacant house
SolS 7 Oruralata.
of yours.
L c. a.
There will be tomorrow
or aet in '.m. wrapper,
prepaid tot
too: and there Is time enough for you
tf 00.ekpreea.
ul.-SI
your
nf 3
to get
nd In that column tomortt.T.
OUi .'',r eeut or re
wi
row. It should have been In today.

man's

J.

O'Rielly Company
Druggists, Barnett Building
H.

mm mwt

.PILLS.
t

r4
uá

A. T. A S. P. By.,

Railway Exchange,

CHOICE HAY

For Full Particulars see any Agent or Address
General Agent

Chicago

WM. FHRR

ALFALFA

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Bert. The Only way with two
through trains dully, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, ObFor any trip, anyservation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches.
where, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

GARNETT KING

General Colon I'at Ion Agent

Free Delivery to any part of
the city.

V.

EL PASO, TEXAS

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

MEUNi&EAKIN

Fresh and Salt Meats

WHOLES ALB

SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS HIGGEST
MARKET PltlCE PAID

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Liquor H Cigar Dealers

Exclusiva Agents for
Yellowstone and O. F. O. Whiskies,
ChaiuP n White Seal Chant-oacnafoet
Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
(In effect November 12. looi.)
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET and Jos.St. Schllts
Milwaukee. Bottled
jisMmiiiii.I
Beers,
Distributers
and
and
Owners
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrives 7:86
Andres Romero, Prop.
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
Write for our Illustrated Catalogue No.a. 4.,m., departs at 8:25 a. m.
&
Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
and price list.
p. m., deports 12:09 n. m.
Aatonuitlo Telephone. 1 SB.
211 West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque
No. 8 Chicago A Kansas City ExSalesrooms. 1 1 1 South First Street.
GAME IN SEASON.
ALBUOUKRQUE
NEW MEXICO.
press, arrives 6:46 p. m., departs

500

TONS

Fresh

Write for Quotations

MRS.

Bernalillo Mercantile
BERNALILLO, N.

M.

J.

Auto. Phons 114
Carnar Second Street and Copper Ave
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

Eastbound
a. m.
p. m.

11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

,

m..

p.

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

p.
p.
p.

a.
a.
a.

.

.

,

.
.

Lv

Room

Westbound

.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.Lv

.Lv.
.Lv.

.

.Lv.

.

.

.Lv.

.

..Lv

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
Baranca
Servilleta
. . Tres Piedras
. ... Antonlto
. ... Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

B. F.

COPP, D.
12, N. T.

J.

S.

Armlio Building

10, 1905.

STATIONS
.

p.
p.

Elective December

Westbound

IIOC LI) F.N. Prop.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch

7:48 p. m.
No. 10., Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.

THE ENGLE WOOD

TO THE

COMPANY,

Salt Meats

Ar....
Lv....

3:30
1:26
12:26
Lv
Lv.... 11:36
10:29
Lv
Lv.... 10:00
.Lv.... 8:10
Lv.... 6:40
11:05
Lv
Lv.... 9:40
7:00
.Lv.

p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
a. in
p. m
p. m
p. m

Every

"Knock" is a "Boost"
"Uncle Johney"

N.i. L, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m.. departs 8:16 p. m.
No. 3.. California
Limited, arrives
11:10 a. in., denarts 11 20.
No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m.. departs 11:69.
No. 9., Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m
No. 9.,
p. m.

Do yon want to get into business
Small capital required. See Mcijpad
l. ii tiie Eichanae man. S0O 8. Broad'
way.
tf
g
M Snadden. the Eichange man, 100
Sotilh Broadway.

,

Southbound
Mexico Express, departs 12:16

Local freight train, No. 19., south-- I
bound, departs at 5 a. m. and
carries passengers.
Arrives From South
No. 10.. Mexico Express, arrives 6:60

a. m.
No. 1. runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 8. runs direct to Los Angeles and

San Francisco,

All trains dally

RICO HOTEL

SANTA

In Effect Deo.

Din. Ill A Lcnclonl, Props.

SALOON. RESTAURANT AND
ROOMING HOUSE

FE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Southbound
NO.

21, 1904.

Northbound

STATION

No. 1
1:00 ptnlLv .Santa Fe..Ar
:S0 pro
1:80 pm
10 pm
.
Donarían
111 NO.
1:46 pm
Vega Blanca.
;46 pm
pm
2:10
10 pm
.Kennedy ..
CONNECTIONS
. . Clark
8:46 pm
...
46 pm
8:20 pm
.. Stanley ...
56 pm
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton and Intermediate points.
4:06 pm
. Mortarty ..
20 pm
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
. Mcintosh ..
4:10 pm
46 pm
In
Dealers
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making GROCERIES. PROVISIONS.
. Estancia
20 pm
RAY. 6:46 pm
6:80 pm
. Wllllard ..
16 am
GRAIN AMI FUEL.
the entire trip In daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge, also
Fine Line of Imported Wine. Liquors 6:60 pm
. Progress
:46 am
..
(
igui'N.
for all points on Creede branch.
and
Place Your Orders
. .Blanca ...
25 am
7:20 pin
For This tins With Us.
8:10 mAr . Torrance ..Lvi
S. K. HOOPKIt. G. P. A.,
40 am
,
A. 8. BARNEY,
NORTH THIRD STREET Read down
Read up
Denver Colo.
Agent
.

.

.

.Ar
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
.

1

FIRST STREET

Toti&Gradi

....

...

GOLD COIN FLOUR
Insist upon your merchant giving you Gold Coin Flour
Don't take anything else

'

.

R. STILES

Gen. rasa. Agent

e.

THOS. F. KELEHER

:

neighborhood,
Send us a list of their names
and addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not work together
In this matter. It only costs you
a postal card. Address,

Always Fresh

Candies

Southwestern System

Rock Island System

If they knew more about your

Lowney's, Guotlier's and Whit-

jt

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

..

THE 'AtBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

PAGE TEX.

e4.eeeee-JUST RECEIVED

10.

Thursday. March 8.

.

T. Y. Mavnsrd

Geo. W. Htckox

BAe

Hickox-Mayivar-

Company

d

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBB

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

Our Watch Repairing and Optical Departments are In charge
of men of highest qualifications. Special attention to order
by mall and satisfaotlon guaranteed.
- MaAallll
tutrt- -

.

RUGS AND CARPETS

South Second Street

The Arch Front

CONSIGNMENT OF

A LARGE

It is the Place to find Everything; the Nicest and the Best

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

WFATHIsIt FORECAST.
Washington. M;it. T. New Mexn n
and Arizona:
fair Thins. lav and
Friday.
i
i

ALBERT FABER.

M. J. Havsrcatnp of Ban Mar. ai
was in low n y. slcnl.iy.
Attorney Harry M. Dougherty, of
Socorro, was in the it y yemcnlny.
Tralnm.istei .1. K. M Million. "( Vgas. hjn in the city yesterday.
- I!. Thompson, of La Anieles, la
in the it) looking after his Interests
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tiillv, at
New Yoik City, ire guests nt the

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

:::::::

Al-va-

F.J.HOVSTON

do.

Sheriff Carlo Baca, of Valencia
county, was In the city yesterday on

lllli II'

ss

Perfect in Every Detail

Ul South First street.

Mr .nil Mr W W RVana nt Den
yer. rere in the city yesterday. th

n. ,. ioiteiiu-id- .
Manager Moll of the Albuquerque
business ojiege Is dangerously ill ai
his home op Houth Wnltsr rtreet.
Deputy L'nitud Stales M.ush.iJ H.ir-rCooper returned yesterday from a
business nip to southern New

ANO

COAL

y

Kodak Finishing and Bicycle
pairing a Specialty.

j

Re-

roller-bearing-

ftS.

Harry Rankin, of Kansas City, who
has lieen in the city for several
Veeks, has gone to Kl Paao for a
short stay.
Kas.,
Miss ida Hail of ifcPherson,
who has lieen visitiim her lirolher, A.
II. Hall, Mt Albuquerque yesterday
for her home.
('. A. LWS of 1'hlrago, a former
resident of New MSlCO, and a pioneer I
of the west, has returned tu Allot-- ,
fUerqu to make his home.
The indies' Aid society of th.- Pre-- 1
bylerfan church will meet this after- f Mis. it.
uoon at J It .it th" hon
W. D. Bryan, hoo Park place.
J. U L Drlere left yesterday for
In
(la Hup,
where he is Interested
plans for the construction Of a new;
court house for M' Kinley ounty.
w Alger wii conducl thai
Hev.
or- serviré at the Holdeu Mission
ner of Seventh street and the Mount-- i
all) rOSd, this evening at T il o'clock.
President Frank M. Murphy of ihet
Sania k Preacotl and I'lmenix rail- yesterday mornroad was in the
ing In his private ear on Ills way to
IVaaltington.
floor; w. Champion; manager of
the carpet department of I he Allien
Filler furniture store, left yesterday
h i. Sfhere he is tailed
for Defiance,
on private business.
Frank K. Summers, conductor fori
some time on the .ew atóxico dlvl
Jon of the Suntu Fe. has lieen appointed trainmaster
Raton, sue-- 1
al
eeding Dan ( 'nnshlin.
,

j

in

Topeka, arrived

In

l.ovInad-quarte-

r

albu

last night in roars of an in- pOctlon trip to the western shops.
Mr. and Mrs. J, F. Rockel, of K .lisas City, returned ta Albuqusrqut yes.
i
Mr.
i la y
(rom Kl Paso, w here
it looking over the Iniin kel has
stallation of the furniture and llxlnres
dining room of the Harvey
of the lo
system In the Kn Paao union station.
Bdward - Dottsny of los Angeles,
spent v.sterdiiy In Albuquerque on
With Mr. ioh.ii
his wav tn Mexl.-oDr. Norman
In his prívale ear nre

Hiisroa

i

Bridge, the famous Pasadena physician Mr. and Mrs .1 s. Chapman "f
Angeles, and N. S. Finch of Soa
nora
D A. Ma. ido i son of he Horning
Journal, who Is now In Denver has
Mcceeded in obtaining accommods- Hons there for one hundred Klk during the liming national convention of
thai order. At least that tiumher will
K
as meMher of the marching club
fiom this city.
Dr. (V It. Conner will return thl
Arizona
morning from
Phoenix.
where he has been for the past Ihirtv
days in recuperate from his recent II'- Re win open his office in the
Rai'netl building at once. Dr. Conner
writes to the Morning Journal thai its
pounds
baa made a gain of twenty-livIn weight sime going to phoenix
A regular meeting of the l.idies'
'ongregation.il
Aiil society of
Ihe
church will he held this afternoon il
:i o'clock al the home of Mr. N
E.
Stevens. I W.st Cual avenue.
The officers of the
Iteiicvoleut soi ielv met yesterday afternoon In Ihe office Of District Attorney Frank W. Clancy and audlte I
bills for the past month. The followfjfo- ing claims Were ordered paid
rort.es, II&.6S; coal, $21: rent. in;:';
.

i

i

ss.

e

n

ALFALFA
M.I AI.I A
III. IT: GR

GROVNU

or

headquarter

addition (fives u the
Our new
best equipment In the city for boardTalk with me
ing your private rlKabout It. ItaKKUtP' delivered to uny
part of the city.
T. Y. FORD, Prop..
2 John Bl
Auto. Phone ni.
75-fo-

1

M

ILHt'tjrEROi'ti

ON
t

HEAV1

MIPROX ED, KXTH

SI on

NOTICE.

1

WOOD

$2 25 and $2 75

lllg Load

Mill

ASK HIM

W.H.Hmk&CO
Phones:

110-

-

First Street ft Navrgjuette Avenue,

Is the

Colo. Itlk 279. Auto.

Phones:
Black

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona
Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

23

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City
Ptooa or Plumbing
Thl
New- - thai are have mi! yon ror
maní a rtav.
ite--

113-11- 5

117

South First Street

you want ti good, enduring
Job, confer with us!

II

122

W.

Silver

J. L. Bell Co.

--

301-21-

ar

NOW ON SALE AND DISPLAY
Friends tell us lhat we'er cn the road to the "Greatest men's shoe business in the
ritory," Why not? It's the goal we've striven for with might and main.

Q

MONUMENTS
Whlto and Black Hsaras

a ND OXFORD S

Advance Styles for Spring and Summer

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

North First Street

HANAN SHOES

The Tromot Vlumbers

Ae.

401-40- 3

Albuquerque, new Mexico

you a low
We are ready to
estímale oil ally kind of repairing or new work.

1

North Sooond Stroat

ter-

The Spring and Summer line, 1906, of Hanan Shoes and Oxfords
is a revelation in fit, finish and workmanship, a triumph of brains, experience and the

j

THE MOON STUDIO
lisve on tile all ol lb negatives niaile hy
Wc wisli lo anaoaao tlSSl
by
Mr. fgiluisa while as laaasMgS In lls Ity ami all neitatlves made
'.
W,
Ilulmnn.
his surveswir. Mr.
gfg asakfl apedal sates on dapMagss iIiikh froni nil negatives ami
ran make lliem In nn.v Myle and Slxe.
-

e

LUMBER CO
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Whitney Company

2H0

- Has

FX1NTKOTB ROOFCfO.

inALBUQUERQUE

!

Albuquerque Cash

.

i

THE WORLD'S BEST'

Ask your Neighbor

WJK CANS.

9

rFhe Birdsell Wagon

ASK WHO?

IMPROVED. KXTH HEAVY (ti l cover,
ITTTINÍJ
.00.
Muí:
HITNEY COMPAN1

Cement

Old Phone 2

Grocery Company

s
OAltBAGE
FOR GOOD KTIIONO CANS AT
LOWEST PRICES PHONE (tit CALL
o
IXBUQVERQUE IIAItltW All I
COMPANY.
tf

r

22.

Ilenson- -

$5.75 ton

f

Miii. it. Onverdale luivine par
chased ihe iivturc- - of Mr- -, M. I'. Breen
c- -i
(.old avenae win in the
in 22o
near tuture open n new mill
milliner) atore, Mis- - L, n Khorma-lee- r
"in have charge nf the iriniiiiiiiu
m
depart asent.

n
n
DLjV j
!! Gl&ss,

Turnouts nt

where

--

n i:it

CO

It THAlMSl iuu

ahic líales.

x

1

1)1 T- -

SIDE
FITTING
COYER.
WHITNE1 COMPANY.

CIgSS

00
lon
Amerlean Blook,Gallap. .$6.0(1 a ton

:

KMtt.AIN SAIiE.
HATH TO BE SOLD AT
PRICE TODAY.
Mlts.
VOIR U
I. I. COt KRDALE, tM WEHTGOLD
mill
Ml Ml

AX

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3I9-32L32- 3

Av

STAItliK

COKE

SIXTV

(. ltli MJE CANS.

SOLE AGENTS

OstnrOaa

i(

iiMl'WV.

FEED

.IVERY,

fully guaranteed.

COAL

AN8.
l
CANS
OR CALL
II XltliW Alti

Railroad

Volo

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

SALE
LIVERY, PEED
STABLES

in Helen.

(. IRKAGK

W.

L. TRJMBLE
W.
:
First

The HijhlaLAd Livery;

KTKOMU
ion coon
I.OXM
PRICES PHONE

Aje

ÍegaaMateaB,otae,

Co

506

Both Phones.

02 BOOTH FIRST STREET

Alfred
been called by Chairman
Qrunafeld for Saturday. March 10th'
at in a. in. Important business will be
before the commission, among other
things the ouesllou of repairs tn th
Corralle bridge and tin- repairing of
the Alameda dyke against tin- approaching
spring rise in the Itio
t Irande,
A short meeting of members of th
Mi s
i'n rk iriving association was
held last night al which tile question
a
of
spring race meeting was taken
up. The matter has not yet lieen dc- HnltOly decided.
I.ive Block Agent Jose K. Chaves, nf
tile Santa Be, came up last niglil from

Sash, Doors,
47 J
a

Wii MIXED PEED
ai.i. Kinds.

h--

--

AJVD HEX

HERD

Glarkville Produce

In. of
Claim Agent II A. ( ha m
the Kant Fe, came In last ntghl from
his headquarters In Topeka.
of Ihe county
A regular meeting
commlsslini of Hernallllo county has

his

Every

Nash Electrical Supply Co

JEWELER
aUIXgL- - I I , THE LEADING
PVPRFTT
Kdtlroad Avenue

JL,

"si l l

ss

Price, $40.

is all

-

HITE t'LOVKH SEED

When bought right are a good Investment.
Our prices are UK. II I.
We Invite you to call nnd eaamlne (he beautiful fluimoml aoods we are
offering. Also Watrhes, Jewelry, Hllverwure, etc. Mull orders receive
prompt attention.

t
V

THE UGHT OF MYK
right in It place, liut for pracuse the electric light u
tical evory-da- y
better. If you an- getting along withHay out this modern method of Illumination you are behind the times. Suppose you let us tell you the advantages
of ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They ore
many, including convenience, safely,
n.iio.. .111,1 ucnnnmv. We are at onyour
us
service any time. You can call you.
or if you say so we will call on
Which shall it be?

Choice and Bright Kansas

DIAMONDS
y

502 S. FIRST ST

BOTH PHONES

railroad (are.
tl.lft total. 74."..
Cash on h ind. $ i s i s leaving a total
deftcll for the month of 111.31. The
Benevolent society is in urgent need
Of funds and the good work it is doing should hrlng
relief
immediate
from the trouble of an empty treasury.
F. B, Ward and a party of friends
who have lieen touring southern California passed through Atbuqusqu
last night In Ihe Northern Pacific private car Manitoba, on the way east.
stated convocation ( Bio Grand
Chapter No. ( Boyal Arch afaaonathia
evening al 7:.in o'clock. Work in the
By order High
past uiaater dagr.
Priest. J, C. Kerer, secretary.
Mrs. Melville K. Stone. Jr., of New
York, paassd
through Albuquerque
last night on the way to l.os Angelen
and Santa Barbara.
Blwood Wilson, of Haranac Lake.
N. Y.. who has been visiting friends
bore, left for his home last night.

Although every part and principle of the sewing machine
has been studied, improved and perfected to make the Volo
the best and easiest running machine on the market, other
features for general convenience have not been neglected.
On one side there are two dust proof drawers of equal
depth. On the other a shallow drawer contains spindles
for spools and an emery cushion. Beneath this drawer is a
deeper one In which an oil can may be stood upright.
The body of the machine is dust proof so that in standing
the dust cannot penetrate it and reach the head. It has
s
and is adjusted wiih the most painstaking care; the result is, the Volo is the fastest sewing,
easiest running and most convonient for every use and does
work that cannot be equalled with any other machine in the
world. The stand is highly finished in black with the finest
japan, and in addition is finished with a high grade varnish.
The Volo represents perfection in material, workmanship and efficiency.

WOOD

Kodaks, Sporting Goods
Typewriters and
Bicycles

Bbjesta

Me hanii ai upsrlntsndenl A
ell of the Santa F system with

S, BEAVEN

JOHN

In our new location.
205 W. Railroad Av.

Mrs. Thomas lliighoe) Is In Sania
Fe. the guest of her daughter, Mrs
O. C. Wats. m
Mrs. It. Oreen has moved her hotel from S21 South Third street in

s. W. Mulltnlx, master mechanic of
the Santa l'c whops in Kiiton. was in
the city yesterday on railroad hiisi- -
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steadfast purpose to produce THE BEST,
Every style, and there are numbers of new ones, contains

f

can be put

in a

Hanan Oxfords
$5.00 to

$6.00

the very best that

shoe.
g

oirnon wicrn
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AVE. CLOTHIER

Hanan Shoes

$s.sot0
$6--
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